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Some family, friends and I got together 
recently in the Kruger National Park (KNP). 
It was to celebrate a special occasion and 

to experience Africa in its most real form - on foot. 
The KNP consists of nearly two million hectares 
of land made up of an unrivaled diversity of life 
forms that fuse with historical and archaeological 
sights. The sights, sounds and smells are all 
enhanced by the minutest amount of pollution in 
one of Africa’s largest game reserves that’s home 
to a high density of animals, a diverse species 
of birds and of course the mountains, bushveld, 
trees and plains.

The KNP is one of our favourite destinations 
and if possible we try to make at least one 
annual visit. I say it is not a relaxing holiday 

because of our FOMO (fear of missing out) disease and we are on the go from 
long before first light until long after the sun goes down. This time we had 
booked a few nights at one of the main camps before embarking on the three-
day walking Nyalaland Wilderness Trail. This wilderness trail is one of seven 
that SANparks offers in the KNP and it was our eighth trail – we have repeated 
some. 

Besides experiencing all that is wonderful about the KNP, mostly on foot 
and ‘in the middle of nowhere’, it also offers us as a group, some quality time 
together. A great aspect of the experience of where the trail base camps are 
located is that there is no electricity and no connection with the outside world 
at all. Such bliss and well done for KNP on insisting on this! 

You are transported to the camp by vehicle – which we regard as a game 
drive – and there is gas for cooking etc. and there is emergency communication 
equipment, so you are not completely isolated. 

One of our group on this trail is in his late 20s and his business is all about 
IT and connectivity. In fact his company’s revenue is derived from the monthly 
subscriptions collected for connecting people to fiber etc. He did struggle for 
the first few hours but once the realisation set in that there was no connectivity 
at all he was really able to enjoy what was around him, including the company 
of some of us older generation, by not having his face buried in a smartphone 
or similar.

It was therefore interesting on my return to see a release about: 'Dumb 
phone' sales on the rise as smartphone users hope to switch off. Recent 
research showed that people check their phones every 12 minutes on average 
– maybe they also suffer from FOMO – or they may be afraid to miss out on 
anything that may be happening on their social media channels. But some 
people are stepping back in time by ditching their smartphones for older, more 
basic models – so-called dumb phones. All they do is give owners the ability to 
make and receive calls and send and receive SMSs. They say that while global 
sales of smartphones rose by just 2% last year, feature phone sales went up  
by 5%.

The escape from constantly being connected to social media and apps 
will be a relief for many of us. The escape from constantly being bombarded 
with unsolicited communications that are forced upon us has really become 
irritating. I can’t deny that smartphones and the Internet are fantastic tools 
but why do I have to have some video start playing automatically when I visit a 
page. Like many of us I don't have the time to watch these videos and will only 
do so in my time and if it is a subject I am interested in. Nowadays if you visit 
a site there is this popup chat person wanting to get in your space. A big black 
cross against these companies.    

My trip made me realise how important 
communication is - but rather by the good old 
fashioned method.

EDITOR’S   COMMENT
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Written by Gordon Styles, President and CEO, Star Rapid

Metal 3D printing’s day  
is coming in automotive

The world is undergoing some radical 
transformations related to the concept of 
“motorised transport.” This term was once 

synonymous with the automobile and the internal 
combustion engine, along with the conventional 
infrastructure supporting this technology like 
asphalt roads, filling stations and repair shops.

However, new technologies are rapidly 
expanding this category to include a variety of 
experimental transport solutions like gas-electric 
hybrids, fully-electric autonomous cars, eBikes, 
hyperloop elevated trains, jetpacks and flying 
cars. Given these advancements, it’s difficult to 
predict which approach will best fulfill our need for 
personal transport. However, I can safely say that 
metal 3D printing will be an even bigger part of the 
solution than it is today.

Metal 3D printing will create the generation of 
advanced prototypes quickly enough to keep pace 
with the rapid development of new and modified 
machine designs. From backyard tinkerers with 
hoverboards to the massive Airlander 10 airship, 
the ability to quickly produce one-off parts without 
hard tooling is essential to inspiring engineers and 
designers to reach for the skies. These parts must 
be lightweight and strong and easily modified, 
which plays right to the strengths of metal 3D 
printing.

Compared to custom and experimental 
designs, mass produced vehicles mandate that the 
manufacturer carries a vast stock of replacement 
parts for many different models. Gone are the 
days when shade-tree mechanics could tinker 
under the hood. Now, modular components must 
be swapped out, but keeping this stock on hand 
is quite expensive. I predict that metal 3D printing 
for on-demand replacement parts will increasingly 
replace the auto parts warehouse. The philosophy 
will be print only what you need, when you need 
it. Local repair garages will have printers in-house, 
connected to a massive database of dealers’ parts 
specifications. Have a broken gear on your self-
balancing gyro bike? We’ll make you a new one on 

the spot.
This will also apply to making new parts for old, 

classic cars long since out of production. Amazon 
has recently patented its own print-on-demand 
supply chain model, but others will surely do the 
same in the near future.

Motorsports, as always, will continue to push 
the bleeding edge of performance. The current 
attempt at a world land speed record with the 
Bloodhound SSC makes extensive use of metal 
3D-printed parts. As those applications prove 
themselves in extreme use, they will trickle down 
to the mass market, just as carbon fiber has done. 
But there is one aspect of the metal 3D printing 
revolution that most people don’t see coming.

Automakers have for decades bought patents 
for technologies that competed against their own 
transport monopolies. Remember the 200mpg 
carburetor, or the car that runs on water? They still 
have these patents tucked away. As the death of 
the internal combustion engine draws near, these 
patents will be pulled out of a drawer and dusted 
off.

In an effort to extend the life of the traditional 
gasoline powered car as far as it can go, metal 
3D printing will be used to make those magic 
“old” devices once again, but even more refined, 
lightweight and efficient than was previously 
possible. A 200mpg engine may really be possible, 
but previously there was no economic incentive to 
do so. Without needing a massive investment in 
tooling, 3D printing will help to keep the dream of 
the gasoline engine alive for a little while longer 
until, eventually, the next transport model emerges.

Automakers have already realised the benefits 
of metal 3D printing for weight reduction in cars 
and to improve gas mileage. Optimal performance 
is a major priority for manufacturers, especially for 
electric vehicles. Metal 3D printing opens a world 
of possibilities for high-end vehicles with highly-
customisable parts. This is just the beginning as 
metal 3D printing is sure to take the automotive 
industry to new heights.

VIEW   POINT
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First Cut faces up to the challenge 
of representing Bystronic

Cites ‘total optimisation of automation is the future’.

Seven years ago, First 
Cut, one South Africa's 
leading manufacturers 

and distributors of capital 
equipment, cutting 
consumables and precision 
measuring tools for the metal, 
timber, textile, meat, DIY, paper 
and plastic industries, was 
appointed the distributor for 
Bystronic, a Swiss manufacturer 
of laser and waterjet cutting 
systems, press brakes and 
system software.

“We have come a long way 
since 2011 and we believe that 
First Cut has built the brand of 
Bystronic into a powerful and 
recognisable force in South 
Africa. First Cut has invested 
heavily in marketing, branding 
and promotion and in the all 
important back up services 
such as spares, training and 
service,” said Andrew Poole, 
Managing Director of First Cut.

“We would not have been 
able to do this alone though. 
Without the support and 
forward-thinking of Bystronic, 
who we now regard as our 
innovative partners, the 
development of both ourselves 
and our customer’s businesses 
would not have been possible.”

“What has been remarkable 
in this short period that we 
have been associated is how the industry has changed. Seven 
years ago fiber in the laser market was still relatively new 
but today nine out of 10 machines sold by Bystronic are fiber 
operated. CO2 still has a call for cutting thicker materials 
and this could remain so going forward as the focus has now 
shifted to automation, software and service. Bystronic has 
developed from a machine manufacturer into a supplier of 
end-to-end solutions. In order to not just satisfy but to exceed 

the customers’ high 
expectations, Bystronic is 
consistently expanding its 
customer services.”

“The fourth industrial 
revolution is in full swing 
with its prime objective 
focusing on greater 
efficiencies, with the help 
of big data digitisation 
and interconnectivity or 
the Internet of Things. 
However, while the factory 
of the future is intelligent 
and Smart Factory 
orientated, optimisation 
of the whole production 
process is the future and 
this involves automation.”

Automation in focus
“The advent of the 

10 kilowatt ByStar Fiber 
has really put automation 
into focus. The speed 
with which this machine 
processes material has 
made everybody give 
their attention to the 
material flow of laser 
cutting processes. 
Versatile loading and 
unloading automation 
solutions have to ensure 
that the material handling 
is perfectly matched to 
the high process speeds 

of laser cutting.”
“This is one of the main reasons that Bystronic has 

acquired 70 per cent of the shares of Antil S.p.A., an Italian 
manufacturer and solution provider for the loading and 
unloading of cutting systems. It will allow us to offer a broader 
range of technologies for automated sheet metal processing 
in the cutting and bending process chain.”

“We now have five 10kW ByStar Fiber machines installed 

INDUSTRY   NEWS

cover story

Andrew Poole, Managing Director of First Cut

“The advent of the 10 kilowatt ByStar Fiber has really put automation into focus.  
The speed with which this machine processes material has made everybody give  

their attention to the material flow of laser cutting processes.” 
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and there are a further three in transit 
to South Africa that should be installed 
by the end of the year. To give you an 
idea of how the cutting times have 
changed: One of these customers now 
completes his cutting operation in two 
hours as compared to what used to 
take 10 hours. Another one, cutting 
3mm aluminium, is now cutting the kit 
in one hour and 36 minutes. This used 
to take them 12 hours on their previous 
machine. The time now available to 
them all points to automation.”

Automation is transforming the 
sheet metal industry

“Bystronic have always provided 
automation solutions but they have 
realised that it is now transforming 
the sheet metal industry. In the latest 
Bystronic World magazines they explain 
the benefits and I quote: ‘Automation is 
not only increasing productivity, but also 
making work more exciting. Over the 
past few years, technological progress 
has massively reduced the cost of 
automation in the sheet metal processing 
industry and has enabled automation solutions to be used 
more efficiently. Nowadays, robots for press brakes can 
reproduce tool settings for stored programmes with incredible 

precision. Setting up the machine used to take longer than 
the manufacturing process itself. Thanks to these advances, 
automation solutions are now also of interest to medium-
sized enterprises.’”

Maurice Zermatten, Gareth Jackson and Hannes Pretorius
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When does an automation solution for cutting make 
sense?

“Again I quote from the Bystronic World: ‘Until a few years 
ago, automation only made sense for heavy metal sheets or 
when processing large batches. Nowadays, we increasingly 
also recommend an automation solution for small batch sizes 
and light metal sheets. Above all, the decisive factor is the 
cycle time of the cutting plan. Because modern laser machines 
are so powerful, it’s impossible to keep up with the short 
cutting cycles when the loading and unloading is performed 
manually. As a general rule, automated loading and unloading 
can increase the efficiency of a cutting machine by 40 to 
80 per cent. The additional automation of the warehouse 
unleashes the laser’s full potential.’”

The challenge of representing Bystronic
“Bystronic has developed from a machine manufacturer 

into a supplier of end-to-end solutions. In order to not just 
satisfy but to exceed the customers’ high expectations, 
Bystronic is consistently expanding its customer services. 
As their ambassador in South Africa we have to take up the 
challenge and meet their expectations. And it is not just about 
selling and servicing the equipment we sell. It involves a whole 
basket of factors, which are frequently not tangible.”

“Progressive industrial companies realised a long time 
ago that in the future, customer service cannot be limited to 
solving problems. Customer services have to become more 
proactive. Companies have to act before the customer even 
faces a problem. At the same time, the focus must shift to 
the customer experience: When using the machines in their 
factory, customers must feel as carefree as when staying in a 
five-star hotel.”

“We at First Cut have acted so that our customers can 
optimise the Bystronic products that they use and help them 
develop their production processes.”

Three dedicated staff working in the field of sales
“We now have three dedicated staff working in the field of 

sales in Johannesburg alone. Our sales staff in our branches 
are also Bystronic trained and dedicated to the brand.”

“Gareth Jackson, who is our laser Sales Manager, has 
intimate knowledge of the Bystronic machines having 
previously worked on ‘the other side’ prior to joining us. Gareth 
worked for his father Percy as his Production Manager before 
the company was sold three years ago. Laser Sprint were one 

of the first companies in South Africa to deploy a 
Bystronic machine on their production floor. Back 
in the early 2000s Laser Sprint had the proud 
record of investing in the largest Bystronic machine 
in the Southern Hemisphere - a Bystar L 4030/12 
laser cutting machine with a cutting area of 12 x 3 
metres. At the time it was only the fifth machine that 
Bystronic had sold and the first outside of Europe.”

“Maurice Zermatten takes care of the Bystronic 
press brake sales. He also worked in an engineering 
company that beneficiated sheet and plate before 
changing careers to first initially technical backup 
and then sales.”

“We have now completed the jigsaw puzzle 
by adding Hannes Pretorius to the team. Hannes 
joined us in July 2018 and has worked his entire 
professional career in sheet metal sales and 
technical backup. As I said earlier the future 
of the factory includes the development and 
implementation of software to the whole process, 
not just production. His skills in this area will be 
invaluable to our clients.”

“Bystronic have also developed a MES software solution 
for sheet metal parts production. The Bystronic MES interlinks 
all the manufacturing steps and guides sheet metal products 
on the ideal path through the production process. A customer 
can now plan, monitor and control their production from the 
incoming order right through to the finished product, therefore

optimising throughput times and costs.”

Nitrogen gas generators
“An area that we are encouraging clients to go into, 

and where we and the clients are having great success, is 
equipping the lasers with Nitrogen gas generators. Operating 
at up to 15 bar gas pressure our clients are realising a 
payback period of between four and six months, depending 
on their production workload. Additionally, the generator has a 
10-year lifespan.”

Service, training and spares
“Right from the outset we said we would invest heavily 

in spares, training and service. We kept our promise and we 
now have a team of 15 technicians in the service department, 
which is headed up by Chris van Aswegen. 12 of his staff 
have had intensive training at Bystronic headquarters in 
Switzerland.”

“Expectations have grown in the service area and Bystronic 
have realised that their task is to cover their customers’ backs 
as they, the customers, are facing many more challenges 
from their customers in their day-to-day business. Shorter 
lead times are becoming even shorter. Industry 4.0 is 
exposing inefficiencies so both Bystronic and First Cut have 
to be proactive with predictive maintenance schedules to 
significantly reduce downtime. This is aided by technologies 
such as remote diagnostics and maintenance. In short it is our 
goal to eliminate potential problems before they even occur.”

“You can only achieve this if you have well-trained and 
customer orientated personnel. First Cut has committed to this 
and it is part of our company philosophy.”

“Because in the age of automated and networked 
manufacturing, sheet metal processing companies need 
to be able to rely on the comprehensive know-how of their 
technology suppliers. This applies not only to the development 
of innovative products by Bystronic, but also to their 
distributors like First Cut.”

For further details contact First Cut on TEL: 011 614 1112 
or visit www.firstcut.co.za

Chris van Aswegen
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Levelling beyond the coil –
Second stretcher leveller line gives  

Allied Steelrode flexibility and the ability  
to shorten delivery lead times

The new stretcher leveller will complement a complete Red Bud Industries line 
that was installed in 2015 at Allied Steelrode’s Meyerton facility.

In response to a growing 
demand for steel sheet 
that arrives flat and 

stays flat after laser, 
plasma or water-jet cutting 
in 2015 Allied Steelrode 
invested R150 million in 
a new 9 000m² facility 
and a dedicated Red 
Bud Industries’ cut-to-
length line with Suregrip® 
stretcher leveller technology 
incorporated. 

Such has been the 
success and demand from 
users and distributors 
of flat steel to the 
significantly better flat steel 
- giving them competitive 
advantages – that Allied 
Steelrode commissioned 
a second line in June 
2018 that will give them 
flexibility in processing 
different gauge size of 
material and the ability 
to cut turnaround times. 
The added capacity will 
also push the company to 
record processing figures.

“Based on our 

experience of investing in our first dedicated Red Bud 
Industries stretcher leveller and cut-to-length line, which was 
especially manufactured to Allied Steelrode’s specifications, 
we approached this R60 million investment knowing that 
we had to add capacity while taking into account that the 
equipment would have to have a big impact on processing 
time as well as give us more flexibility into what gauge 

and type of material we were processing,” said Marius 
Bezuidenhout, Chief Operating Officer of Allied Steelrode.

“Flat metal users are aware that material is levelled at 
coil manufacturing facilities to remove residual stress and 
flatness defects in the material before it is rolled into coils. 
However, they also know that often they have to work with 
sheets and plate, which originally came off a coil, but still 

Allied Steelrode have extended their building in Meyerton by 1 750m² so as to accommodate coil delivery 
and storage. This addition was a bit more complicated than the company had anticipated because of the 
condition of the soil. With the weight - a coil can weigh up to 35 tons - and with the amount of coils that 

Allied Steelrode stores they have to make sure that they meet safety standards. In the case of the extension 
the contractors had to drill 148 piling holes, each 15 metres deep with a 750mm diameter, and used 100 tons 

of rebar so as to meet the standards

“What this second installation has done is to give Allied Steelrode the flexibility  
to process a greater range of coil widths, grades and thicknesses and, more 

importantly, to cut turnaround times. For example we can put thicker  
gauge material on the one machine and say thinner gauge or stainless  

steel on the other machine.”





demonstrate coil-related defects that make 
further processing difficult. We are conscious 
of this and this is why we have invested in the 
technology.”

“The stretcher material has become 
an increasingly sought-after product in the 
South African metal processing industry and 
the demand for this material has increased, 
whether it is hot-rolled or stainless steel.”

“However, before we made further 
investments we took a critical look at the 
equipment and facilities at our original site 
in Alrode as well as those at Meyerton. The 
result has been multi-faceted in that we have 
invested in upgrading and retrofitting existing 
cut-to-length equipment, we have introduced 
a Red Bud Industries stretcher leveller into 
an existing Sacma cut-to- length line that has 
been relocated from Alrode to Meyerton and 
increased the size of our facility in Meyerton.”

“It all started in 2016 when we added 
a 3 300m² bay to our Meyerton facility. 
In the original construction we had made 
provision for a second bay with the idea that we would in 
the future invest in a second processing line and this has 
now happened. However, we found that the flow of coil 
delivery and the processing of finished goods was creating 
bottlenecks - hence the reason for adding the third bay. This 
bay is dedicated to the loading and dispatch of finished 
goods. We can now, for example, have 12 trucks lined up 
in this bay overnight and by the morning they are ready to 
transport the processed orders  

to clients.”
“At the same time we started working on extending the 

existing building by 1 750m² so as to accommodate coil 
delivery and storage. This addition was a bit more complicated 
than we had anticipated because of the condition of the soil. 
With the weight - a coil can weigh up to 35 tons - and with 
the amount of coils that we store you have make sure that 
you meet safety standards. In the case of the extension the 
contractors had to drill 148 piling holes, each 15 metres deep 
with a 750mm diameter, and used 100 tons of rebar so as to 

Allied Steelrode have added features that will make for more efficient handling of coils
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meet the standards.”
“We also installed a second weigh bridge so the 

movement and flow of trucks, whether they are delivering 
coils or collecting processed metal, is at its optimum. Waiting 
time is kept to a minimum and they no longer get in each 
other’s way. The factory is now tailor-made for faster and 
better-controlled logistics, which means that a client now 
gets his processed metal quicker as we have shortened the 
delivery lead times.”

 “The next phase was to implement electronic and 
software upgrades on two of our cut-to-length lines in Alrode. 
This involved a complete strip-out and replacement of the 
electronics on these lines and the introduction of new, 
custom-developed software. Our Sacma cut-to-length lines 
were acquired nearly 10 years ago and over the years, the 
level of support decreased to a point where we needed to 
look for an alternative source of support. In addition, since 
those machines were introduced, machine controls and 
other related electronics have advanced considerably. The 
dated electronics and software meant that these lines were 
operating at a reduced output and were becoming expensive 
to maintain.”

“I had had previous experience with Nidec Industrial 
Automation, an international electronics and software 
company, so we contracted them to do the complete 
upgrade.”

“During our think-tank we decided that the most 
economical way to increase our capacity was to relocate one 
of the cut-to-length lines from Alrode to Meyerton and add a 
stretcher leveller to the line. This entailed the front and back 
sections of what we refer to as our CTL3 line being separated 
and into the 15 metre long space that was created, installing 
a 250-ton stretcher leveller. Together with the CTL3 front 
and back-ends, which are the decoiler, straightner and shear 
sections, the ‘new’ line completes our second stretcher 
leveller line, which is located in the second bay alongside the 

existing stretcher leveller.”
“We also took the opportunity to retrofit many of the 

components on the sections that comprise the CTL3 as well 
as add features that will make for more efficient handling of 
the coils. All working items such as bearings and drives have 
also been replaced so it is like a new line now.”

“The stretcher leveller section also incorporates the 
Suregrip® stretcher leveller technology.”

“Also, as the two stretcher levellers are both supplied by 
Red Bud Industries, we are able to rationalise on the amount 
of spares we have to keep on hand to help manage our 
maintenance programme.” 

The second stretcher line is capable of processing 
material from 3mm up to 12mm and widths of 1 200mm up 
to 2 000mm. 

“What this second installation has done is to give Allied 
Steelrode the flexibility to process a greater range of coil 
widths, grades and thicknesses and, more importantly, 
to cut turnaround times. For example we can put thicker 
gauge material on the one machine and say thinner gauge 
or stainless steel on the other machine. This will allow us 
to have longer production runs without having to change 
the blade on the shear. Changing from processing thick 
to thinner gauge material always requires a blade change 
and whenever you do a blade change, you have to stop the 
machine. Fewer blade changes result in less downtime on 
the machines and higher productivity.”

“Our business is processing steel in areas where  
other service centres cannot. We have strategically chosen 
not to become involved in areas where our customers are 
involved, or to be competitors to our customers. We have 
many calls for profiling or laser cutting but have resisted 
purchasing this type of equipment and our customers 
respect us for this.” 

For further details contact Allied Steelrode on  
TEL: 086 177 7777 or visit www.alliedsteelrode.com

The second stretcher line is capable of processing material from 3mm up to 12mm and widths of 1 200mm up to 2 000mm.  
What this second installation has done is to give Allied Steelrode the flexibility to process a greater range of coil widths,  

grades and thicknesses and, more importantly, to cut turnaround times
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Chinese investors plan $10 billion 
metallurgical complex in South Africa

Responding to the recent news of investment into a $10 
billion metallurgical complex development in Limpopo’s 
Special Economic Zone (SEZ) by Chinese investors, the 

Southern Africa Stainless Steel Development Association 
(Sassda) announced it welcomes any and all beneficiation of 
South Africa’s raw materials, particularly chromite.

 However, it was quick to state that it was rather in 
the downstream manufacturing and conversion of primary 
stainless steel products to finished products where the 
potential for significant job growth and value lies in 
kickstarting the country’s economic growth. Sassda Director 
John Tarboton said, “We salute government initiatives to grow 
the stainless steel industry in South Africa, however, it needs 
to be part of an integrated global value chain if it seeks to 
boost the economy in any meaningful way. Our industry is 
calling for beneficiation, which will directly impact both jobs 
and the bottom line. In reality, there is no room for additional 
supply into the local market.”

 Sassda, which heads up the stainless steel industry in 
South Africa, focusses on promoting the sustainable growth 
and development of the industry, with their main emphasis on 
stainless steel conversion within the South African economy.

 
Beneficiation key ingredient
Currently, the stainless steel industry employs  

114 000 people and is worth around R40 billion to the South 
African economy from the primary production of stainless 
steel through to finished products, handling 500 000 tons 
per annum (tpa) in steel sheets, plates, and coils. South 
Africa imports a further 40 000 tpa of which 150 000 tpa is 
consumed and 390 000 tpa exported.

 It is in the conversion of primary products to finished 
products where most jobs and value are created, with 
between three and five employees needed per ton of primary 
product converted per year, depending on the industry. Peak 
consumption of stainless steel primary product in South Africa 

Chinese investors signed agreements to build a $10 
billion metallurgical complex in South Africa during President 
Xi Jinping’s state visit recently and hope to start construction 
next year, an executive involved in the project and a provincial 
official told Reuters.

South Africa’s President Cyril Ramaphosa said at a joint 
news conference with Xi that China had committed to invest 
$14.7 billion in the South African economy, but neither leader 
mentioned the $10 billion complex.

Ramaphosa is on a mission to kick-start economic growth 
after a decade of stagnation and is targeting $100 billion in 
new investment over five years.

The complex, which is still in the planning stage and 
envisages building a stainless steel plant, a ferrochrome 
plant and a silicomanganese plant, is a much-needed vote of 
confidence in the sputtering South African economy.

Trade and Industry Minister Rob Davies said that China 
was considering a metallurgical project in a special economic 
zone (SEZ), but he did not reveal the scale of the project or 
timeframe.

The executive involved in the project, who did not wish 
to be named because he was not authorized to speak to the 
media, said memoranda on the complex were signed before Xi 
and Ramaphosa gave a news conference.

“The investors for the SEZ project were in the room when 
Ramaphosa and Xi spoke to the press,” the executive said.

Richard Zitha, a project executive at the Musina-Makhado 
SEZ where the complex will be based, said the project was 
being led by Chinese state-owned companies, but he declined 

to name them.
He said the Chinese investors would look for Black 

Economic Empowerment partners to comply with South 
African rules designed to address racial disparities more than 
two decades after the end of apartheid.

The investors were open to investors from other countries 
joining at a later stage, he said.

“The investors had been in South Africa for around a week 
and visited mines to look for inputs for the project,” Zitha said.

The Musina-Makhado SEZ is in Limpopo province close 
to South Africa’s borders with Mozambique, Zimbabwe and 
Botswana.

The SEZ plans to house plants with a capacity of 3 
million tons per annum of stainless steel, 3 million tons 
per annum of ferrochrome and 500,000 tons per annum 
of silicomanganese. Those capacity targets are subject 
to change and will be finalised by the end of the year, the 
executive said.

A coal-fired power plant, coking plant and coal washery 
will be built alongside the metallurgical plants, a presentation 
prepared for investors showed.

Some of the steel output for the complex has been 
earmarked for export to China, while other products would be 
sold to countries in southern Africa, the executive said.

South Africa is already a major exporter of metal alloys to 
China.

Investors are hoping to receive the necessary 
environmental approvals by the end of March and would then 
start construction, Zitha said.

Sassda responds to news  
of proposed new stainless steel mill

Chinese investment puts focus on export.





was in 2014, when 200 000 tons were locally consumed.
 South Africa and Zimbabwe own 85% of the world’s 

chromite reserves (the key ingredient for stainless steel 
production) and 70% of the world’s chromium is used in the 
production of stainless steel. South Africa also has about 80% 
of the world’s manganese reserves which is used in some 
stainless steel grades. According to Tarboton, it has long been 
the vision that South Africa maximise its beneficiation of 
chromite to stainless steel to move down the value chain and 
create local employment, together with the call for an export 
tax on chromite ore to support chromium beneficiation.

 
Technology over 

cost
Process 

technologies for 
ferrochromium, 
nickel pig iron (NPI) 
and stainless steel 
are developing at a 
rapid pace around 
the use of backward 
integration into the 
mines to reduce 
energy consumption 
and create “4-in-1” 
stainless steel mills. 
These technologies 
are reducing 
stainless steel 
production costs 
dramatically, while 
competitor products 
such as aluminium 
are seeing 
production costs 
rising above inflation 
(including in China) 
due to the rise in 
electricity costs. It 
is expected that this 
trend of stainless 
steel becoming 
cheaper will support 
the current global 
stainless steel 
growth rates of 
around 6% in the 
foreseeable future 
with the possibility 
of stainless steel 
production migrating 
to the mines in 
support of these 
new technologies 
in backward 
integration.

 
Export driven 

investment
Together 

with Zimbabwe’s 
recently signed 
Memorandum of 
Understanding 
for a feasibility 

study for a stainless steel plant, South Africa’s proposed 
Musina Makhada SEZ plant is set to produce stainless steel 
to be further processed in China; however concerns remain 
regarding logistics and transport costs for  
its export.

 According to Tarboton, “We have a globally competitive 
stainless steel producer in South Africa and they export 
about three quarters of their production. Any new stainless 
steel producer would have to be export driven. Currently, 
beneficiation would make the biggest economic impact to  
our industry, along with that of employment.”
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Brink Towing Systems 
installs new Yaskawa Motoman  

twin six-axis welding robot

Brink Towing Systems has commissioned a 
new Yaskawa twin six-axis welding robot at 
its plant in Pietermaritzburg, Kwazulu-Natal. 

The Motoman MH24 arc welding robot has been 
installed to increase productivity and to minimise 
wear. This is the second system that Yaskawa 
Southern Africa has supplied to Brink Towing 
Systems.

“Thanks to its high-precision tracking and 
integrated supply lines welding time of our 
towbars has reduced, increasing the hourly 
output, as well as improving the efficiency 
of loading the jig with pre-cut and pre-bent 
components, and unloading the finished 
products,” said Mark Gutridge, Managing Director 
of Brink Towing Systems.

“Its sophisticated circuitry allows it to be 
pre-programmed to carry out complex welding 
sequences with remarkable accuracy.”

“The installation of this twin-robot, twin-
station cell has helped us to keep pace 
with increasing demand, and has improved 
productivity too. This latest capital expenditure is 
part of our ongoing commitment to being South 
Africa’s foremost manufacturer of premium-
quality towbars and a supplier of towbars and 
related products to the country’s OEMs.”

Brink Towing Systems recently produced its 
350 000th tow bar at its plant in KwaZulu-Natal. 
The Pietermaritzburg plant produces tow bars for 
a number of vehicle manufacturers, or original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), as well as the 
aftermarket, with a number of accessories also 
available.

The local company’s 
main clients are Ford 
Motor Company of 
Southern Africa, Toyota 
Motors South Africa 
and Isuzu South Africa. 
Production currently 
reaches more than 110 
000 tow bars a year.

Brink Towing Systems 
exports directly to the UK. 
They also export indirectly 
though Ford, as their towbars 
are fitted as standard to most 
of the vehicles exported to 
Europe.

The 350 000th tow bar was for 
a Ranger pickup. The majority of 
Rangers exported around the world 
from South Africa are fitted 
with a Brink towbar. Each 
Ranger towbar weighs 40kg 
and includes about four 

metres of MIG welding, every centimetre 
of it completed robotically for maximum 

quality and consistency.
Once completed, a tow bar is zinc 

coated, e-coated and then powder-coated 
for long-term protection against the elements. 

More than 305 000 Ranger tow bars have been 
produced at the facility, 10 500 tons of steel being 

consumed in the process.
The company reached record 

volumes in April, with more than  
6 000 towbars for the Ford Ranger 

The Motoman MH24 arc welding robot 
has been installed to increase productivity 

and to minimise wear



 Brink Towing Systems produces more than 2 000 different types 
of tow bars and develops about 200 new tow bars annually. To 
date, more than 25 million vehicles (all types of vans and cars) 

have already been equipped with a Brink tow bar and/or cable set
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delivered and a further 1 500 units made for the 
Toyota Fortuner. The company, which celebrated its 
10th anniversary in June, is on track to produce  
100 000 units this year.

“All locally manufactured tow bars have 100% 
local content, but we import a few of the lower 
volume products from our head office,” says 
Gutridge.

“Our five-year plan is to increase our production 
output, diversify our product range and increase 
direct exports. Our core competence is welded and 
painted steel assemblies, so we would look at other 
products that compliment our competencies.”

Steel, empowerment challenges
Gutridge says the buoyant steel price has been a 

challenge for Brink Towing Systems SA.
“The types of steel we use have increased in 

price by 10.3% since July last year. With the OEMs’ 
constant focus on cost reduction, it has been 
incredibly difficult to remain competitive. We have 
done a lot of work on direct exports to the other 
facilities in the group, but we have found that our 
raw material costs have made us uncompetitive. 
Finding alternate steel suppliers is becoming a 
priority, including importing steel.” Brink Towing 
Systems SA currently purchases its steel from 
Macsteel, which sources it from local steel mill 
ArcelorMittal. 

Gutridge adds that the company’s focus on staff 
engagement has meant that there have been no 
disruptions in production since the company started 
operations in 2006. “We have continued to expand 
since we started operations with four people, to the 
current 74 employees.”

This increase in employment has, however, had an 
interesting knock-on effect, says Gutridge.

“This yar we have employed a further seven people. This 
has, however, increased our broad-based black economic 
empowerment (BBBEE) spend requirement. A number of the 
BBBEE requirements relate to wage spend and, thus, the 
higher your company’s wage spend, the more you need to 

spend on BBBEE. This then means that the more people I 
employ, the higher my BBBEE spend needs to be, which has 
proven to be difficult.”

Gutridge says Brink Towing Systems SA is currently 
compliant under the new BBEEE codes but, given that the 
company is part of a multinational, selling a percentage of the 
company to a black shareholder is impossible.

“Our other major challenge is procurement, as there 
are limited supply options for the raw 
materials we use, making it difficult for us 
to improve our score.”

Brink Towing Systems produces more 
than 2 000 different types of tow bars 
and develops about 200 new tow bars 
annually. To date, more than 25 million 
vehicles (all types of vans and cars) have 
already been equipped with a Brink tow 
bar and/or cable set.

About the Brink Group
The Brink Group is one of Europe’s 

largest companies in the field of 
development, production and sales of 
tow bars. The company’s head office is 
located in Staphorst in the Netherlands. 
The Brink Group has production and sales 
branches in the Netherlands, France, the 
UK, Denmark, Italy, Poland and South 
Africa. For decades, Brink has produced 
tow bars and cable sets that are both 
quick and easy to install as well as safe 
and simple to use. 

For further details visit  
www.brinktowingsystems.co.za

This is the second system that Yaskawa South Africa has supplied to  
Brink Towing Systems

“Thanks to its high-precision tracking and integrated supply lines welding time of our towbars 
has reduced, increasing the hourly output, as well as improving the efficiency of loading the 
jig with pre-cut and pre-bent components, and unloading the finished products,” said Mark 

Gutridge, Managing Director of Brink Towing Systems
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Mercedes-Benz South Africa (MBSA) has launched a 
600 million euro (approx. R9.47 billion) expansion of 
its East London plant, describing the investment as 

a vote of confidence in the country’s new direction. MBSA 
said the expansion of the plant was a sign of the carmaker’s 
commitment to South Africa and efforts to revive economic 
growth.

Divisional board member Markus Schäfer said that the 
expansion would involve the construction of a new paint shop 
and a new body shop, an upgrade of the assembly shop and 
new logistic warehouses.

“With the investment of 600 million euro, we are 
significantly expanding our plant in East London and 
equipping it for the future,” Schäfer said.

“The decision to have the new generation of the C-Class 
built in East London reaffirms the plant and Mercedes-Benz 
South Africa. The investment is also a sign of our commitment 
to South Africa and efforts to revive economic growth as 
well as the socio-economic development of the East London 
region.”

The expansion is the first major investment since 
President Cyril Ramaphosa announced his drive to lure $100 
billion (R1.35 trillion) worth of investments to South Africa.

Ramaphosa attended the launch accompanied by 
Finance Minister Nhlanhla Nene and his Trade and Industry 
counterpart, Rob Davies.

The investment of 600 
million euro will be used 
for a wide expansion of the 
plant. Many different parts 
of the plant are affected by 
the expansion, both green 
and brownfield. The new 
body shop is designed for 
higher capacities and features 
more than 500 “Internet of 
Things”- ready robots laying 
the foundation for Industry 4.0 
readiness. 

700 tons of steel will be 
installed for the addition of 

three lines in the assembly shop. This expansion will take 
place in the current building. This includes the construction 
of a new paint shop and a new body shop, an upgrade of the 
assembly shop and new logistic warehouses. Utilising new 
methods, the new paint shop will be more energy efficient and 
more environmental friendly. Overall, the energy consumption 
per produced vehicle will be further reduced by 25% in the 
East London plant. This is in line with the plants initiative 
for a green production. Other examples include an on-site 
battery storage container, rain water harvesting on rooftops, 
water storage of one million litres and the creation of green 
corridors.

Overall the new buildings comprise an area of 
approximately 100 000m², this reflects an addition of two 
thirds of the already existing buildings for the passenger 
vehicle production. The new workshops will incorporate 
environmentally friendly and state of the art technologies.

Mercedes-Benz Cars will also produce the next generation 
of the C-Class in East London. 

The year 2018 marks the sixtieth anniversary of 
Mercedes-Benz passenger vehicle production at the East 
London plant. Over the years, the plant has evolved as a 
significant contributor to South Africa’s trade balance and an 
economic multiplier for East London. Furthermore, the plant 
actively commits to the community of East London and the 

Eastern Cape. One example is 
the Mercedes-Benz Learning 
Academy (MBLA) - a flagship 
and sustainable Public Private 
Partnership in cooperation with 
the National Treasury and the 
Jobs Fund that demonstrates the 
commitment of Mercedes-Benz 
South Africa to empowerment 
and youth development in the 
automotive manufacturing 
sector. Since 2004, MBLA has 
offered world-class quality 
training and transferrable skills, 
qualifying hundreds of skilled 
artisans in the Eastern Cape.

Mercedes-Benz SA  
in 300 million euro (R9.47 billion) 

plant expansion plan
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Celebrating the life of  
Frank Thompson –  a stylish legend  

in the machine tool industry

The death of a loved one 
is the single most difficult 
experience everyone 

goes through. Whether it has 
been anticipated or it came 
as a shocking surprise, it is 
truly unlike any other ordeal. 
Despite the pain, anger, guilt or 
depression we are overwhelmed 
with, funerals are aimed not at 
the loss but at the celebration 
of the departed’s life. It is a 
time for us to relive the joyful 
memories we have shared with 
our loved one. Moreover, it is a 
time for us to realise that life 
is short; that we need to make 
the most of our days and each 
waking moment.

Death is a solemn business 
and one shouldn’t mock what 
is, for most of us, so distressing 
that thinking straight is difficult. 
Choosing a song to play during 
a loved one’s funeral may also 
pose some challenges. There 
are indeed, a lot to choose 
from. Thankfully, there are 
popular songs that speak to us 
during these testing times, one of which is Frank Sinatra’s ‘My 
Way’. 

The song has been named as one of the UK’s funeral 
favourites and it certainly brought a smile to the many family 
and friends that attended Frank Thompson’s memorial. It 
unquestionably set the tone and contributed to a happy 
occasion rather than a solemn one, a mood that I am sure 
Frank Thompson, a man with a beautiful Irish sense of 
humour would have approved of.

But it is unfair and an intrinsic paradox to say that the 
lyrics portrayed Frank’s life - we all love to do it our own way 
sometimes. The song has been described as being ‘a ditty of 
ineffable banality’, which Frank was not. He was rather a man 
who all his life looked outside of his circumstances and strived 
to improve and enhance not only his own life, but also those 
of his family and friends. As it was aptly summed up at his 
memorial: “Frank wasn’t the tallest man but he was a giant in 
all of our lives.” Those words captured everything that Frank 
was to so, so many people, be they family, friends or clients 
that he met through his career. His presence anywhere could 
not go unnoticed - his character filled the room.

Born Francis Cyril Thompson in Belfast, the capital of 
Northern Ireland, on the 20th December 1937, Frank sadly 
succumbed to one of the dreaded diseases on the 18th July 
2018. Frank was one of eight siblings - six brothers and two 
sisters. 

Frank’s hard work ethic with strong ambitions began 
early in his life when he took to cycling at the age of 14. 

“Cycling was in my blood and 
all I wanted to do was race” 
Frank was quoted as saying. 
His love of cycling led to him 
winning a number of races in 
Ireland and culminated in him 
representing his country in the 
Route De France 1960, an eight 
day tour from La Rochelle to 
Pau in France. Unfortunately 
Frank did not finish the race as 
he had a bad accident due to a 
mechanical fault 18 miles from 
the finish. Even though he tried 
to finish he had to abandon the 
race because of his injuries, but 
by all accounts he was a threat 
to the leaders on all the other 
stages. 

This was one of many 
accidents that Frank had during 
his cycling career. Always 
ambitious and wanting to win 
would lead to him breaking the 
same arm in three successive 
years from 1957. Never one to 
give up, despite having a plate 
and screws in his arm, Frank 
continued to race and win.

Frank’s cycling career continued when he moved to South 
Africa in 1962. However, it wasn’t as exciting for him as he 
did not have all his cycling buddies from Ireland to train with 
and had to do it alone. He did win a few races in South Africa 
before he decided to retire from competitive cycling at the age 
of 29. Frank then took a break from cycling for some years but 
he did rise to the challenge put forward by his younger brother 
Fred, and competed in the Cape Argus Cycle Tour in 1990 at 
the age of 52. This was his last competitive cycle race and he 
completed the 108kms in the admirable time of 3h35 with 
Fred beating him by five minutes, a feat that Frank would be 
reminded of often by Fred.

Prior to emigrating to South Africa Frank, Fred and two 
friends headed to London, a place of opportunity, to seek their 
fortune. At one point, Frank worked as a window washer and 
used to look in the windows, see the people inside the shops 
in their fancy suits, and apparently said to himself: “One day 
I want to be the person in a suit.” This ambition then led to 
him finding a position where he had to deliver the suits to 
customers.

This love affair with fine, gentlemen’s clothing would 
remain with Frank for the rest of his life and he would be 
recognised in the industry for being the best-dressed and 
most stylish machine tool salesman in South Africa.

Arriving in South Africa in 1962 with about £30 (Less 
than R60 at the time) in his pocket Frank had the intention 
of earning a fortune in the land where he believed the streets 
were paved with gold. He found a position as a toolmaker and 

Frank Thompson





married his first wife Merle in 1963. In between 
divorcing Merle and then remarrying her before 
divorcing for a second time, the couple had two 
children - Seamus and Kelly.

Frank would later remarry for a third time 
and had two more children - Michele and 
Dorothy. This would not be his last marriage 
though. His fourth marriage was to Lesley with 
whom he spent the last 30 years of his life.

Once Frank had settled in South Africa he 
began to encourage his mother, siblings and 
friends to join him. Subsequently his brothers 
Fred, John and Philip and his sisters Isabelle 
and Shirley all settled and had families in South 
Africa.

1971 was an important year for Frank. In 
the short period that he had been in South 
Africa Frank had got to learn the machine tool 
trade and coupled with the fact that he was 
not one to work for a boss, Frank decided to 
open up a business with his brother Fred. Aptly 
named Thompson Machinery the brothers 
traded in buying and selling used machine 
tools and related equipment. Initially the primary focus of the 
business was on used machine tools but also on locally made 
Colchester lathes and sheetmetal machines. Capstan lathes 
were part of the mix as well. 

Thompson Machinery, as the company was originally 
known subsequently changed its name to Thompson Machine 
Tools. As time moved on, additional companies focusing 

on the metalworking industry were started and eventually 
a holding company - Thompson Machine Tool Group - was 
formed.

Being part of a large family with a strong association, the 
brothers always included those close to them. As a 16-year-old 
apprentice brother Philip joined the company in 1972, and in 
1980 sisters Isabelle and Shirley joined the company on the 
administration side. 

Frank Thompson with his two daughters Dorothy Thompson and Kelly McCullum
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Frank Thompson is pictured with family and friends that have been involved with him in the machine tool sales business.  
Back row: Anton Zackey (nephew), Bill Mallet (friend), Danny Thompson (nephew), John Thompson (brother), Frank Thompson;  

Front row: Patrick Zackey (brother-in-law), Philip Thompson (brother) and Fred Thompson (brother)

The sisters are no longer part of the business with 
Isabelle having retired and Shirley having emigrated to the 
US. But still keeping it in the family, Philip’s wife Debbie 
joined the company as Administration Manager, taking over 
from Isabelle. Isabelle’s husband Patrick Zackey came on 
board when Interprovince Engineering Supplies was formed. 
Fred’s sons Ryan and Danny also worked for the company 
as did Isabelle’s son Anton, but all three are now living in 
Australia. 

The fourth of the brothers, John, was also briefly a director 
of the company before he moved to Canada. 

However, Frank decided in 1983 that he wanted to 
control his own destiny and established Harp Machine Tools 
with his son Seamus. The company initially traded in used 
machine tools and would later import their own range of new 
equipment.  

Over the years the company has been very instrumental 
in upholding the standards of the members of the Used 
Machine Tool Merchants Association of South Africa (UMTMA), 
an association that Frank and his brother Fred were founding 
members of in 1980. Frank served as Chairman of the 
association and had been a long serving, active committee 
member until the association closed a few years back. 

Frank’s daughters Kelly, Michele and Dorethy have all 
worked for Harp Machine Tools at some period and brother 
John has been with the company since 2001 when he 
returned from Canada. Son Seamus is the Managing Director 
of the company and his son Richard now works for Harp 
Machine Tools.

Horse racing and more particularly becoming a racehorse 
owner, was a big part of Frank’s life from 1975. He and 
his brother Fred, through their brother-in-law, Bill Leathem, 
became interested in racing. Not long after this they met 
trainer Roy Howe and started buying horses. Fred and Frank 
were loyal patrons of Howe’s from the mid-1970s until his 
death in 2001. With over 98 winners and 100 places, they 
have achieved some measure of achievement. Their first 
runner, Art Royal, won five times but the biggest thrill came 

with a horse called To & Fro, which won the Gilbeys Stakes 
and Merchants Handicap, both feature races in 1978. The 
gelding eventually registered 10 wins and eight places from  
21 starts. Other good performers included Captain’s Jewel  
and Dr Lu, who each won six races. Frank was still a regular 
weekly race goer until he took ill - and among the best-
dressed ones. Frank was also known for being very astute 
at betting and they say he was one of the few to beat the 
bookies at their own game.

Frank will also be remembered for his friendly, generous 
and accommodating disposition - traits that are reinforced by 
his family, friends, staff and clients.

“My dad has been an inspiration to all of us, he was 
successful at anything he put his mind to and everything he 
touched turned to gold. He always had a sympathetic ear and 
loads of good advice for us over the years through the trials 
and tribulations of our lives. He has guided us, and in some 
cases pushed us to achieve what he always knew we were 
capable of,” said daughter Kelly.

“He was like a father to me and always introduced me as 
his adopted daughter. He even bought me my first car,” said 
Heather McCamlie, who has worked for Harp Machine Tools 
for the last 23 years.

Often you would find Frank at other machine tool dealers. 
He was not there with any preconceived notion but rather just 
there for a cup of tea and a chat in his usual friendly way. You 
had to concentrate on what he was saying though, as despite 
having lived in South Africa for most of his life, he never lost 
his Irish accent. You knew he was visiting as his other passion 
in life was to own and drive a Jaguar and Frank’s Jaguar - that 
looked as though it had just left the showroom - was parked 
outside.

Another passion of Frank’s was golf and he spent many 
Friday afternoons on the course. Equally was his passion  
for dancing. But it was his suits and the way Frank dressed 
that grabbed your attention. It was more than him being 
stylish. They represented his successes. And there were  
many of those.
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Yaskawa Southern Africa  
staff to ride in Berg & Bush mountain bike 

challenge to raise money for charity

Four staff members at Yaskawa Southern Africa have 
taken up the challenge to compete in this year’s Berg & 
Bush mountain bike event, which takes place in October 

2018, while at the same time raising funds for two non-profit 
organisations, the Kitty and Puppy Haven and Get up Woman.

“The Berg & Bush has long been a favourite event 
amongst mountain bikers who enjoy quality trails and tranquil 
race village life. Yaskawa Southern Africa has a number 
of staff members that are enthusiastic cyclists and have 
competed in many events before so we are not novices. 
However, four of us have decided that we wanted to make 
a difference in someone’s life if we competed in this year’s 
race. We decided on raising funds for charities of our choice, 
however small,” said Kurt Rosenberg, Managing Director of 
Yaskawa Southern Africa.

“We will be out there having fun and although we will 
be shattered, as will many other competitors, by the end of 
the race we will be able to feel proud and rest a little easier 
knowing that our efforts to raise funds for those in need of 
them would ultimately have been worthwhile.”   

“With the help of generous sponsorships from some of 
our valued partners, funds will be raised and donated to Get 
up Woman, a women’s support non profit organisation (NPO) 
that now has over 25 000 members and a support team of 
therapists, counsellors and attorneys. The NPO endeavours 
to assist women to change their own lives, to become 
sustainable, while still holding them accountable. The NPO’s 
aim is to extend their support by including GPs, nurses and 
child psychologists in the future,” explained Rosenberg.

“The second NPO is Kitty and Puppy Haven, which rescues 
neglected, abused and abandoned animals.”

“The Berg & Bush event, now in its 12th year, is held over 
three days and starts on Windmill Farm, which is situated 
just inside the border of KwaZulu-Natal, and is conveniently 
located halfway between Johannesburg and Durban, in an 
area landscaped by the beauty of the vast Drakensberg 
mountain range.”

“The route drops down the escarpment through historical 
areas, farmland and bushveld while hugging the Tugela River. 
Riders will encounter single track and challenging climbs 
each day and by the time they reach the finish they would 
have covered just over 200 kilometres and descended nearly 
3 500 metres.”

“Myself and Andrew Crackett from our head office 
in Johannesburg will be competing. We will be joined by 
Sean Low from our Durban, KwaZulu-Natal office as well 
as our Cape Town based agent Sean Irwin from Productive 
Engineering.”  

“We have managed to secure some very generous support 
from our partners Axelent, Varispeed and SKS Welding 
Systems and one of our clients Dale Automation. Along with 
Yaskawa Southern Africa’s logo their logos will be displayed 
prominently on our riding gear. Monies that they have 
donated will be handed over to the two charities that we have 
chosen.”

“We are not sure how many other riders are doing the 
adventure event to raise funds but we feel privileged to be 
able to do something that we enjoy and can afford to do while 
also contributing to society. All that needs to happen now is 
that all four of us finish but I have no doubts about that.”

For further details contact Yaskawa Southern Africa on 
TEL: 011 608 3182 or visit www.yaskawa.za.com





CNC Clear Cut celebrates  
10 years of manufacturing 

South African designed plasma tables
What started out as a simple process to cut metal is now a fast, productive tool. 

Back in 2007 Paul van 
Niekerk, CEO of CNC 
Clear Cut, needed a 

plasma cutter but couldn’t 
afford one. However, with 
two decades of experience 
in steel manufacturing, it 
occurred to him that he 
could probably design one 
himself.

Van Niekerk qualified 
as an aircraft fitter when 
he completed a stint of 
five years in the South 
African Air Force before 
moving to a company that 
manufactured components 
for the automotive OEMs 
such as Nissan and 
Mercedes. It was at this 
commercial enterprise that 
the calling came for plasma cut components and van Niekerk 
is happy to admit that he had no knowledge or experience 
in plasma cutting. Cost implications of an imported machine 
steered van Niekerk to investigate alternative options that 
would have a profound influence on his professional career.

“Like me companies and their employees are generally 
ignorant about the process of plasma cutting and the benefits 

it provides. Precision 
plasma cutting has come 
a long way, and the 
technology that helps 
create the process’s clean, 
almost glassy edge, with 
little to no taper or edge 
rounding, continues to get 
better. Alone or assisted 
with water, plasma has 
proven itself to be one of 
the most efficient cutting 
processes for sheet, plate, 
tube, pipe, and profiles,” 
said van Niekerk.

“As a company we still 
have a long road ahead 
to educate the local 
metal cutting market. 

Advancements in the 
process and the evolution 

of the machines are taking giant leaps forward, which 
South African businessmen, engineers and operators need 
to be made aware of. Like the development in CNC lathes, 
machining centers, lasers and 3D printing technology plasma 
has kept pace and is no longer regarded as a backyard 
operation for cheap and nasty cutting.” 

“There are many different ways to cut metal 
using a thermal cutting process. Laser, oxyfuel, 
and plasma are the three major processes, each 
viable depending on the cutting needs of the 
business.”

“The laser will always have a place in the 
market place. Laser cutting uses a high power 
laser beam to heat and then partially melt and 
vaporise the material. However, laser cutting has 
its restrictions in that it needs clean material 
to cut and it is only effective up to a certain 
thickness of material. Laser is often used when 
cutting thin sheet and in cases where tight 
tolerances are required. However, capital costs 
and overall operating costs are high. It also loves 
long production runs to cover the cost of capital 
outlay.”  

“Plasma cutting uses a high-temperature, 
electrically-conductive gas or air to cut through any 
material that is electrically conductive. Plasma is 
suitable for ferrous and non-ferrous material, as 
is laser cutting, however it is suitable for metal 

that is in any condition (rusted, painted, grated), 
and covers thicknesses ranging from gauge to 
50mm. Plasma provides a good balance in terms 

Paul van Niekerk with his son 

CNC Clear Cut have recently launched their latest mechanised plasma  
cutting machine. Dubbed the Rhino, the machine fits into the mid-range segment  

of the company’s range but comes with a new and improved CNC control  
and plate alignment and up to 25% faster cut time as compared to  

the older controls 
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of capital cost and an optimal mix of cut quality, productivity 
and operating costs. It has significant thickness range and 
material flexibility and provides the highest cutting speeds.”

“The cost per component cut on a new generation plasma 
cutter still has a big advantage as compared to one cut on a 
laser when you take into account initial outlay, flexibility and 
the cost of the monthly consumables.”

Development of South African designed plasma tables
After securing some investment, van Niekerk set about 

building a prototype in his garage. It took a full year to 
complete, and cost twice as much to develop as it was 
ultimately sold for, but it was a phenomenal success.

“We took a year to develop our first machine, which was 
eventually sold to Wubbeling Engineering. This machine is 
still in service today, 10 years down the line. The machines 
we manufacture today are vastly different to the machine 
that Wubbeling Engineering purchased, but it proves that our 
machines are reliable.”

“The market segment that we decided to operate in is 
the small to medium format area. We also provide tables for 
the larger industrial market, and there are many of these 
machines out there. Our tables have had the motion aspects 
tested by Hypertherm representatives and it is believed to be 
one of the best in the world, according to them. The smallest 
entry standard level system that we manufacture has a 
table size of 1 300mm x 1 300mm whereas our advanced 
machines will have table sizes X-axis of between 2 000mm 
and 2 800mm and a Y-axis of between 5 000mm and 16 
000mm, depending on the customer requirements.”

“Our standard machine or entry level range has five 
machines in the range - three workshop and two HVAC 
machines. The mid-range machines have two machines in the 
range. They are branded FS and FX. In the advanced machine 
range we also have two machines and they are also branded 
FS and FX. The main differences between these tables are 
the structures of the chassis, the CNC controller used, some 
electronic components and table sizes. We do not compromise 
on the quality of the materials used to build our tables.”  

“2010 was a significant year in the development of 
the company and our machines in that we went into full 
production instead of operating from a garage and we were 

CNC Clear Cut has also embraced the 
idea of offering a complete solution 

rather than just selling a plasma cutting 
table. To help customers get up and 

running, and get the most out of their 
machines, CNC Clear Cut offers a full 
on-site training programme. Once your 
plasma cutting table has been delivered, 

a qualified trainer will be available to 
educate any staff on how to maintain 

and operate the equipment
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also recognised by companies such as Hypertherm. We have 
since standardised on Hypertherm plasma units as our power 
and torch source and they have been very influential in our 
rapid development over the last few years.”

“We can’t say that our machines comprise of 100% local 
content because the main working components, such as the 
Hypertherm power source, bearings and a big part of the 
electronics, are not made in South Africa and we have to 
import these components. However, the rest of the machine 
is locally fabricated and constructed and they are all designed 
internally.”

“In essence you could say that we have developed a fast, 
efficient plasma cutting table that is enhanced by the use of 
internationally recognised working components, software and 
accessories that come together in perfect harmony at optimal 
speeds using the correct amperages to fit 
the profile of material size and type.” 

Light and fast gantries
“A major selling point of our 

machines is the design and ease-
of-use of them. A standout feature 
is the construction 
of the gantries. 
We went with 
light and 
fast. We have 
noticed other 
manufacturers 
claiming their gantries can 
move at a speed of “X”, but never 
mention the acceleration. The 
base of a table is obviously 
still steel, since you need 
the weight for stability. But 
you don’t have to use huge 
motors to move the plasma torch around, and since massive 
gantries aren’t required, we’re able to use aluminium, which 
is lighter, more rigid, and more resistant to deformation than 
steel is. Less weight means the torch is able to move with far 
more precision.”

Extra features

What makes a plasma 
cutting table great isn’t simply 
its ability to move a cutting torch 
with speed and accuracy. There 
are additional considerations, 
depending on what a client 
wants cut.

For example, plasma 
cutting generates conductive 
dust, which can play havoc 
with nearby electronics if 
uncontrolled. For cutting thin 
stainless steels, CNC Clear Cut 
offers tables equipped with HVAC 
systems that suck the dust away 
during the cut. If the intended 
material is long and thick, CNC 
Clear Cut might recommend a 
waterbed table instead. Water 
also traps dust and helps keep 
the steel cool during the cut, 
which in turn prevents heat 
deformation.

Complete solution
CNC Clear Cut has also 

embraced the idea of offering a complete solution rather than 
just selling a plasma cutting table. To help customers get up 
and running, and get the most out of their machines, CNC 
Clear Cut offers a full on-site training programme. Once your 
plasma cutting table has been delivered, a qualified trainer 
will be available to educate any staff on how to maintain 
and operate the equipment. CNC Clear Cut can also train a 
customer’s staff in the CAD skills necessary to design cuts for 
the tables to perform, and can provide CAM training using any 
of the recognised software as well as CNC training of the CNC 
controls that run the machines.

Start your own business or add capability
“Companies working in the engineering sphere will always 

have a project where they need metal components cut. 
Whether they are a factory or farm maintenance department 
replacing damaged or wear parts, a construction company 

completing a development or even a fabrication 
business there is always going to be a call for 

a last minute one-off cutting of sheet metal 
or plate components. In some cases it is 

more than a one-off but not 
enough to regard 

the order as a 
production run. 
The metal service 
centre businesses 

that have a laser or 
a large plasma cutter 

as their main source of 
cutting are not interested in this type 
of work. Their machines are hungry 

beasts that need to be fed 
and kept busy to make them 
economically viable. If they 
do accept your order you 

will have to wait weeks before you get your component,” 
continued van Niekerk.

“We believe there is a gap in the market to service 
this type of metal cutting yet still being able to produce 
production-grade components. Our standard machines are 
ideal for an individual who wants to start a business and 

The family of CNC Clear Cut plasma cutting machines

Inside CNC Clear Cut’s factory
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offer a ‘walk in and 
order and wait for 
your component’ type 
business.” 

“Equally they are 
ideal for an existing 
fabrication shop or a 
small welding shop that 
needs to cut precise 
components in-house, 
and even maintenance 
departments of 
larger companies can 
invest in our standard 
machine without 
breaking the bank.”

“Light industrial 
CNC plasma cutting 
options now make 
it possible for small 
businesses to 
complete amazing jobs 
that were almost impossible a decade ago.”

“Don’t get me wrong though. These machines are not just 
for one-offs. They are comfortable running longer production 

runs and are happy cutting mild steel with a sheet size of 
up to 3 000mm by 1 500mm and up to 16mm thick at an 
accuracy of 0,05mm. Supplied with a Hypertherm plasma 
unit and Alibre Design CAD software and either ProNest or 
Fastcam CAM software, it becomes a workhorse producing 
quality components at a very economical rate.”

“Once established, a small business 
entrepreneur can then upgrade to 
either our mid-range or advanced 
machines and achieve even 
better results.”

Launch of Rhino mid-range 
machine 

CNC Clear Cut have 
recently launched their latest 
mechanised plasma cutting 
machine. Dubbed the Rhino, 
the machine fits into the 
mid-range segment of the 
company’s range but comes 
with a new and improved CNC 
control and plate alignment and 
up to 25% faster cut time as 
compared to the older controls.

“We don’t normally give our 
machines a name but we think 
the Rhino is very appropriate 
and fits the profile of the 
machine.”

“We have developed the 
control in conjunction with 
Beckhoff Automation and as such 

has a Beckhoff back 
end. It has taken 
us over a year to 
develop. We believe 
the defining feature 
of this new control 
is that it has been 
developed by one of 
our design engineers 
who understands our 
machines. Together 
with a South African 
from Beckhoff, who 
understands CNC, 
they have produced 
an advanced control 
that is unique to us.”

Hypertherm’s new 
XPR300

“We are not 
scared to try and 

stand out from the rest. When Hypertherm informed us that 
they were going to launch their XPR300, which is based on 
what Hypertherm calls calls X-Definition™ cutting and is the 

most recent advancement in plasma cutting technology, we 
geared to accommodate the launch of the new system. As a 
result we were one of the first in the world to manufacture a 
machine incorporating the new technology.”

“We have seen how the system offers ‘unmatched 
cut quality’ on mild steel, stainless steel and aluminium, 
increased cut speed, dramatically improved productivity as 

well as a 50% operating cost reduction.”
“It is too soon to reveal what our 
next development will be. If a 
client requires tighter tolerances 
and more productivity from our 
machine we will come up with a 
solution.”

“Whether you are in metal 
art, gate, fence, railing and 
staircase manufacture, frames, 
posts, furniture, cabinet, letter 
cutting, faceplate and logo 
design and manufacture, in 
the shipbuilding, structural 
steel, construction, energy and 
mining industries or just general 
fabrication we have a machine 
for you, even one that can do 
5-axis bevel cutting. Duct work, 
brackets, gussets, flanges and 

angles are just a few of the many 
different components that have 
been cut on our machines.”

For further details contact CNC 
Clear Cut on  TEL: 012 541 0552  

or visit www.cncclearcut.co.za
CNC Clear Cut have standardised on Hypertherm plasma 

units as the power and torch source

Various size plasma cutting machines in different stages of assembly

CNC Clear Cut have recently launched their latest mechanised plasma cutting 
machine. Dubbed the Rhino, the machine fits into the standard entry-level segment 
of the company’s range but comes with a new and improved CNC control and plate 

alignment and up to 25% faster cut time as compared to the older controls
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Boschpick Engineering  
announces new business partners

With the backing of the dti’s Black Industrialist Programme and R27 million of  
IDC funding the company intends to develop it’s manufacturing capabilities  

and expand into industries that it does not supply.

Newcastle, KwaZulu-Natal-based Boschpick Engineering 
has announced that it has concluded a successful 
agreement with local entrepreneurs Bongani 

Khumalo and Phillip Majali and their company Lipsobex, a 
100% black youth owned industrial investment company 
backed by the IDC, whereby the new partners will acquire 
a 70% shareholding in the company. The remaining 30% 
shareholding will continue to be held by existing directors 
- brothers Fred, Carel and Johnny Peens - split equally 
between the three.

“We have been looking for two years to find suitable 
partners that would offer value-add solutions that meet both 
ours and our customers’ business objectives,” said Fred 
Peens who will remain on as the CEO of the company.

Even though the 70% stake moves Boschpick 
Engineering’s empowerment status to BBBEE Level 1, Peens 
makes it clear that this collaboration is not just about BEE 

scoring. 
“Bongani and his business partner in Lipsobex - Phillip 

Majali - bring diversity into Boschpick Engineering’s 
ownership structure, but this is no superficial empowerment 
deal. For most of Boschpick’s history the company has been 
supplying components and castings into the mining and 
power industries, countrywide. Although in their mid-thirties 
both Bongani and Phillip have vast experience in these 
industries that will facilitate our penetration even further. At 
this stage we have clients in all of the various minerals and 
resources processed in the mining industry, including coal, 
except gold, which we hope to make inroads into with our 
new partners.”

Bongani Khumalo is a local junior miner from the 
rural area in Utrecht KwaZulu-Natal. He has been in the 
mining business for the last 10 years and is a shareholder 
and director in Khethekile Mining, a company based in 
Newcastle. He is also the chairperson of the Uitkomst 
Colliery board, a mine operating in the Utrecht area of 
KwaZulu-Natal producing thermal and metallurgical coal.

Khumalo is additionally one of the shareholders of MC 
Mining - listed on the AIM, ASX and Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange (JSE) - a company that is an emerging developer 
of high-quality coking and thermal coal assets and until 
recently was known as Coal of Africa (CoAL), before the 
name change. Pan African Resources, a precious metals 
producer that is quoted on the London Stock Exchange and 
the JSE, previously owned Uitkomst Colliery. This is another 
company that Khumalo had a shareholding in, before it was 
sold to MC Mining late in 2017. 

Khumalo will head up the board of Boschpick 
Engineering as Chairman and he is stated as saying that he 
intends to assist the company to reach new heights. 

Lipsobex is a 100% black youth owned industrial 
investment company backed by the IDC. Lipsobex 
co-directors are Khumalo and Phillip Majali, who has been in 
the EPC EPCM (Engineering, procurement and construction 
management) space for the past five years. Majali is 
currently a partner and director in the Johannesburg, Africa 
office of Paris, France-based project management, supply 
chain and procurement company ETE Floex Group.

“I have always wanted to be involved in the strategic 
manufacturing industry and with this investment in 
Boschpick Engineering we, Bongani and myself as directors 
of Lipsobex, have achieved this ambition,” said Majali.  

“We are proud to be part of the dti’s Black Industrialist 
Programme and with the backing of the IDC (Industrial 
Development Corporation) we have been able to acquire 
a majority shareholding in Boschpick Engineering. There 
are many synergies and similar pillars of success that exist 
between Lipsobex and Boschpick Engineering. It is our vision 
to grow our combined revenues through this alliance,” says 



Majali.
“I am from the rural area of Port St Johns, Transkei 

and both Bongani and myself know and understand 
what it means to have a business in the rural areas that 
supports the local rural people. We have committed 
ourselves to grow Boschpick, create more jobs for the 
Newcastle community and value for the Boschpick 
shareholders.” 

“Additionally, the current management team of 
Boschpick understands that transformation and the 
transfer of skills is a fundamental must for businesses 
to strive and grow in South Africa. Fred, Carel and 
Johnny will continue to run the company in the 
successful manner that they have done over the last 43 
years of the company’s existence.”

Foundry milestone
Boschpick Engineering was originally established 

in 1975 when the brothers’ father identified a need for 
an engineering company to provide quality machined 
components for companies in the Newcastle area. Fred 
Peens opened up a machine shop, which is still an 
integral part of the business, and his sons subsequently 
joined the company at different time intervals.

However the company has since changed its service 
offerings and today Boschpick is heavily involved in 
manufacturing mechanical parts, spares replacement 
and components for light and heavy industry, from 
raw castings to supplying a fully machined casting or 
component. The company has been able to accomplish 
this because in 1988 the brothers made a strategic 
decision to commission their own foundry, which has 
now reached the 30-year milestone. 

The company concentrates mainly on the steels, 
which make up about 70% of production. The remaining 
30% is made up of cast iron and SG castings. 
Boschpick have also cast specials that include 26% 
chrome and manganese.

Since Fred Peens Senior retired, the brothers have 
broadened and diversified the base of their clients and 
are no longer dependent on the needs of the few well 
serviced clients who had become reliant on the quality 
of the castings supplied by Boschpick. The company 
now supplies castings nationwide, fully machined where 
contracted.

ISO certification
Another recent milestone in the company’s history 

is that it was awarded with ISO 9001:2008 certification 
in October 2017. This certification has been further 
enhanced with the company’s manufacturing systems 
being recognised for ISO 9001:2015, which the 
company will officially be recognised for in September 
2018.

The company has also had two interns for the last 
two years, both of them recently qualifying. Boschpick 
have decided to employ one of them.

The future looks bright for Boschpick Engineering 
and the company sees new developments that include 
a bigger foundry with the installation of a larger 
furnace, moulding area and sand production to enable 
it to expand. Boschpick would also like to introduce new 
CNC machines to double up production as the growing 
need to export to international markets beckons. 

For more information contact Boschpick Engineering 
on TEL: 034 375 7281
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Metal Chip Machinery  
moves to new home

“We only started trading four years ago and started 
off small. However, we have got to a position now 
where we needed more office space and an area 

to showcase the machinery that we market. Rather than rent 
we have decided to purchase our own office and showroom 
facility, which needed renovating and modernising before we 

moved in,” said Malcolm Moriarty, owner and 
founder of Metal Chip Machinery.

“Our new facility is not far from our original 
offices. The new contact details are telephone 
011 476 7509 and physical address is 174 
Galjoen Road, Wadeville.”

Metal Chip Machinery imports and markets 
a range of metal removal, cutting and forming 
equipment. Among the OEM equipment names it 
represents are Kaltenbach, Microcut, Megafab, 
HSG Laser, RSA. Kuhlmeyer, KGD and Coastone.

Metal Chip Machinery also sources and 
supplies spares, tooling and consumables for the 
engineering field. The company also has exclusive 
distribution rights with Italian manufacturer 
Gerardi. Gerardi designs and manufactures new 
solutions for the clamping of workpieces and 
tool holders for milling, drilling and finishing 
operations.

For further details contact Metal Chip 
Machinery on TEL: 011 869 2453 or 072 834 
3164 or visit www.metalchipmachinery.co.za

Metal Chip Machinery recently hosted visitors Susan Liang and Jack Yang from  
HSG Laser. They are seen with Malcolm Moriarty and Keith Dougans

The new building that Metal Chip Machinery has purchased

Metal Chip Machinery has relocated to a new office and factory space in Wadeville, Gauteng.  
The move is to accommodate expansion and for the company to have its own showroom.
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Stillam CNC Programming Solutions 
launches Vero Software’s  

WorkNC solution
In a series of workshops around the country Stillam CNC Programming Solutions has launched 

WorkNC, a CAM solution from Vero Software that the company now markets. 

Walter Wade, Business Development Manager of Vero 
Software in the UK and Miguel Johann, WorkNC 
Brand Manager based in France, were part of the 

roadshow giving insightful comment on where the industry 
and the company is headed.

WorkNC CAM software is a premium CNC software 
for surface or solid models in mould, die and tooling 
businesses for 2 to 5-axis CNC programming. WorkNC is also 
regarded as best of breed, complementary CAM software 
that enhances all design and manufacturing systems by 
providing the most reliable, efficient, easy to programme 
cutter paths, resulting in unmatched productivity and safety.

WorkNC CAM is dubbed ‘One Button CAM’ that offers 
automated, efficient toolpaths bringing dramatic productivity 
gains through shorter machining times, longer tool life, 
improved surface finish and accuracy, better machine 
utilisation, and fast and easy CNC programming.

The newly-released 2018 version of WorkNC from 
Vero Software introduces two important new tools to the 
portfolio - a direct modelling CAD system, and a Robot 
Module, making offline programming of robots easy, even 
for inexperienced users.

For further details contact Stillam CNC Programming 
Solutions on TEL: 011 663 2600 or visit www.stillam.com

Bryn Laubuschagne of Stillam with Walter Wade of Vero Software

Miguel Marques of Bastos, Ryan Scott of Stillam,  
Gerhard Vermaak of A.G.V Precision and George Sansoni  

of Polyworks South Africa

Vincent Wills of Stillam, Miguel Johann – WorkNC Brand Manager 
and Charles Parkin of Stillam

Math Robson of WD Hearn, Deon Coetzee of Skok and  
Edwin Dreyer of Thos Begbie
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Pfisterer Sefag AG  
has successfully completed the sale 

of its South African subsidiary Pfisterer SA 
Holdings to local black-owned company 

Thesele Group (Pty) Ltd.

In a recent 
announcement 
The Competition 

Commission 
approved, without 
conditions, the 
proposed transaction 
whereby Capmount 
12 intends to acquire 
Pfisterer. Capmount 
12 is controlled by 
Thesele Group (Pty) 
Ltd (Thesele Group), 
a black-owned 
investment holding 
company. Thesele 
Group invests in 
companies, which 
provide a wide range 
of products and 
services including 
financial services, 
short and long term 
truck hire, wholesale 
supply of auto-
electrical products 
in the automotive 
sector, as well as 
asset and investment 
management. Some 
of Thesele’s other investments include stakes in Prudential 
Portfolio Managers South Africa, Elite Truck Hire, Probe 
Corporation, Growth-point Properties and DG Capital. 

No information is readily available on Capmount 12, either 
on the Internet or on Thesele’s website.

Pfisterer SA is a manufacturer and supplier of products 
and solutions that are utilised in energy transmission, energy 
distribution and the operation of electric railway systems. 
From its production facilities in Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-
Natal, Pfisterer SA supplies a range of electrical cable and 
overhauled line hardware, insulators and accessories for low, 
medium, high and extra high voltage applications across the 
energy, transport technology and industrial sectors. 

The Commission found that the proposed transaction is 
unlikely to substantially prevent or lessen competition in any 
market. The Commission found that the proposed transaction 
is unlikely to result in any job losses. In addition, the proposed 
transaction does not raise any other public interest concerns. 

ANC connection?
The ANC’s investment company Chancellor House was 

fingered in 2014 
when it was reported 
that it had scooped 
control of major 
Eskom supplier 
Pfisterer SA, which 
at the time had a 
contract to supply 
Eskom with power 
grid accessories 
worth R550 million. In 
the same year, shortly 
after this expose, 
Pfisterer Sefag AG 
indicated it was trying 
to offload Pfisterer SA.

Pfisterer Sefag AG, 
a Swiss subsidiary of 
the German Pfisterer 
Holding AG, acquired 
the company in 2003 
and grew it into 
one of the leading 
manufacturers of 
electrical transmission 
and distribution 
systems and 
insulators in southern 
Africa. The company 
is one of the top 

three employers in the Pietermaritzburg and a key technology 
partner of Eskom, the largest power producer in Africa. In the 
past, the company has exported to more than 50 countries, 
including 11 countries on the African continent.

“The sale is in line with the Pfisterer Group’s global 
strategy to reduce investment in low and medium voltage 
non-core businesses. The company has agreed on a long-
term strategic cooperation with the Thesele Group,” explained 
Martin Billhardt, CEO of Pfisterer Holding AG. 

Thabo Leeuw, Chief Executive Officer of the Thesele 
Group, sees the acquisition as a further step towards building 
a vertically integrated power services group. 

“In conjunction with our strategic joint venture with AEP 
Energy Africa Ltd., the acquisition of Pfisterer SA Holdings is 
another important milestone to achieve this goal,” said Leeuw.

Thesele Group (Pty) Ltd is a 100% black-owned investment 
holding company that was established in 2005 by Sello 
Moloko and Thabo Leeuw. The company was established 
with the financial support of Sanlam and Standard Bank, but 
these two institutions have since sold their interests to the 
management team.



Taking place from 10 - 14 September 2018 at the Expo 
Centre in Nasrec, Johannesburg, Gauteng leading players in 
the mining, manufacturing, electrical and power industries 

are looking forward to engaging with visitors and sharing 
information on their latest products, services and solutions.

“There will be an exciting line-up of new products and 
services, live demonstrations and free-to-attend seminars at 
this year’s Electra Mining Africa and visitors will benefit from the 
insight and information they will gain,” says Gary Corin, Managing 
Director of Specialised Exhibitions Montgomery, organisers of the 
show. 

“New technologies and innovation are influencing the way we 
do business and it’s imperative that those in the industry keep 
up-to-date with these trends.”

New at this year’s show, each day will focus on a different 
theme. Day one will centre on the future of skills development. 

“Brand new at Electra Mining Africa this year is that each 
day will be themed differently. So we urge visitors to come 
all five days and experience all the themes. The first day, for 
example, focusses on the future of skills development. We are 
launching a brand new artisans training area in Hall 10 where 
we are going to focus on all the different training options that 
are available to artisans. We’re going to have competitions there 
and demonstrations. We really want to encourage the youth and 
the students to go into these fields as well and this is a great 

showcase,” says Charlene Hefer, Electra Mining Africa’s Event 
Director.

The Artisans Training Centre has been developed in 
partnership with The SAJ Competency Training Institute and the 
South African Equipment Export Council (SACEEC), and will be a 
fully functional workshop where learners will be demonstrating 
the skills that they learn at SAJ including boilermaking, welding, 
electrical, fitting, millwright, turning and CNC programming, tool, 
JIG and die making.

Hefer explained that on the second day, they will focus on 
all the brand new products that are being launched at Electra 
Mining Africa and says that “we want to celebrate these and will 
be highlighting a few of the top ones.”

“Day three is our proudly South African day. We want to 
celebrate that we are proudly South African and that we’ve been 
doing business here for 46 years and that we’ve got over 80% of 
local companies showcasing their products at the show. On the 
Thursday, we will put the spotlight on safety and on the last day, 
Friday, we will celebrate our diversity,” said Hefer.

Top industry speakers will present at the conferences hosted 
by leading industry associations SAIMM, LEEASA and WIMSA, 
which will be taking place alongside Electra Mining Africa. Further 
knowledge and learning will be central to the SAIMechE hosted 
daily free-to-attend seminars.

For further details visit www.electramining.co.za

Electra Mining Africa 2018:  
five days, five themes
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KLT Automotive 
and Tubular 
Products, the 

supplier of chassis 
frames to the Ford 
Motor Company’s 
plant in Silverton 
in Pretoria for the 
Ford Ranger, has 
embarked on a 
production expansion 
and diversification 
programme.

KLT SA chief 
executive Paul 
Leonard said the 
company would 
be investing a 
further R20 million 
to increase the 
production of 
chassis frames at 
its Hammanskraal 
factory from an average of 500 a day to 630 a day.

Leonard confirmed that KLT was one of two remaining 
bidders for the supply of chassis frames for the next-
generation Ranger from 2022, was considering establishing 
a smaller version of its Hammanskraal plant close to Ford’s 
plant, and was bidding for the contract to supply chassis 
frames for the Ford Everest.

He said one of Ford’s requirements to be awarded the 
replacement business for the Ranger was that final assembly 
had to be done within a 5km radius of its plant to reduce 
logistics costs. “It makes absolute sense to press and do 

sub-assemblies from this (Hammanskraal) location, but to do 
final assembly close to Ford.

“That plant would be capable of doing 200 chassis a day 
and could lead hopefully to the awarding of the business for 
the new (Ranger) frame. Two facilities for the plant that we 
are looking at in Waltloo are 1.5km from Ford’s plant, which 
is a lot closer than 65km. We think that plant could generate 
another 200 new jobs,” he said.

Leonard said the project to increase the production 
capacity at its Hammanskraal plant had an aggressive 
timeline, because the expectation was to have the additional 
volume available from July next year.

Sarabdeep Hanspal, the chief operating officer of KLT 
SA, said the expansion of the Hammanskraal facility would 
create about 100 jobs. Hanspal said KLT was already one 

of the biggest 
generators of jobs 
in the area.

Leonard said 
KLT SA, part of 
the family-owned 
Indian-based KLT 
group, started 
operations at 
Hammanskraal 
in 2011 after its 
Indian parent 
company secured 
the Ford Ranger 
contract.

“It has 
generated 
employment for 
close on 1 000 
people, which in 
a depressed area 
like this means an 
extended family of 

close to 20 000 relies on KLT SA,” he said.
Shriraj Deshpande, the general manager finance at KLT 

SA, said KLT SA had invested more than R450 million in 
the Hammanskraal facility in the past seven years, and the 
Ford Motor Company had invested about the same amount. 
Deshpande said the company had also invested significantly 
in human capital and training.

Leonard said the future for KLT SA was bright and it was 
“very close to knocking on the door of Toyota”, while interest 
in the company’s products had also been expressed by 
Nissan SA and Isuzu SA.

He said KLT SA had established a non-automotive plant 
in Johannesburg about six months ago and was looking at 
establishing a second non-automotive plant there.

Its current Johannesburg plant did steel processing for 
another customer base, and the additional plant would 
probably do tubes and precision tubing. “This will broaden 
KLT SA’s customer footprint. It’s not easy to get into the 
customer base, so we are also looking at acquisitions.  
That is another way of joining the customer pool,” he said.

Empowerment group Kapela Investment Holdings has 
a 30 per cent shareholding in KLT SA. Kapela chairperson 
Israel Skosana is a former chief executive of SA Express 
Airways and Zungu Investments, executive director of  
Absa and chairperson of the South African Civil Aviation 
Authority.

Plant expansion and  
diversification project announced 

by KLT Automotive SA 

A ford Ranger being assembled

Leonard confirmed that KLT was one of two remaining bidders for the supply of 
chassis frames for the next-generation Ranger from 2022, was considering 

establishing a smaller version of its Hammanskraal plant close to Ford’s plant, and 
was bidding for the contract to supply chassis frames for the Ford Everest
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Tiso Blackstar sells non-core steel 
subsidiary to Macsteel

Media group Tiso Blackstar has said it had signed a 
sale of shares and claims agreement with Macsteel 
Service Centres in which Macsteel would purchase 

100 per cent of Consolidated Steel Industries (CSI).
In June 2015, Stalcor (established 1973) completed 

a merger with Global Roofing Solutions (GRS) to form 
Consolidated Steel Industries (CSI). Both were part of the 
Blackstar Group at the time.

Global Roofing Solutions (GRS) is a leading South African 
roofing material manufacturer consisting of Brownbuilt 
(established in 1964) and HH Robertson (established 
in 1958), making it one of the largest metal roofing 
manufacturers in South Africa and the African continent. 
CSI owns 100% of Stalcor, a highly regarded producer, 
stockist and distributor of stainless steel and aluminium 
products, servicing a variety of sectors, in particular the 
manufacturing, engineering, mining and construction 
industries.

CSI announced in February 2018 that it has acquired a 
40 per cent stake in Erogsystem Walling Solutions.

Tiso Blackstar said this was part of its strategy to 
exit its non-core, non-media related assets. Also in the 
Tiso Blackstar Group is Robor (established in 1922), a 

manufacturer and supplier of welded steel tube and pipe, 
cold formed steel profiles and associated value added 
products. Robor was acquired in 2015 and Tiso Blackstar is 
currently looking to offload it.

“The steel industry in South Africa in which CSI operates 
is in significant decline,” it said.

It said the deal would be for a cash consideration 
equivalent to the consolidated net asset value of CSI and its 
subsidiaries to be determined at the last day of the month 
immediately preceding the month in which the last of the 
conditions precedent were either fulfilled or waived.

The CSI net asset value amounted to R68.9 million as at 
December 31, 2017.

The purchase consideration would be settled in cash 
on the 5th business day after it had been determined, and 
would be applied to reduce Tiso Blackstar’s term debt, the 
company said.

The CSI disposal was subject to the fulfilment or 
waiver of a number of conditions precedent, including 
being unconditionally approved in terms of South Africa’s 
Competition Act or being conditionally approved on terms 
and conditions which both Macsteel and Tiso Blackstar 
Holdings accepted.
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UTP Mould & Die invests in imported high quality steel from Sweden, 
5-axis machining and WEDM to help keep you ahead of the competition.

SHOPFRONT   FOCUS

Globalisation is making 
this traditionally 
competitive business 

even tougher. As a result, 
die, mould and press tool 
manufacturers must rethink 
both their short-term and 
long-term strategies. The 
tooling industry as a whole 
- which counts die makers, 
mould makers and press 
tooling manufacturers as its 
three most prominent groups 
- is not just experiencing 
a temporary decline but a 
complete restructuring with 
far-reaching implications. 
The sweeping changes in 
the industry are reflected in 
mergers and acquisitions, as 
well as in new cooperative 
and collaborative endeavors 
entered into by small and 
medium-sized tool shops.

Adapting to the changing 
times is imperative for these manufacturers of a tool that 
will ultimately produce a product that will end up being 
critically examined by the consumer – whether it be on your 
supermarket shelf or on some form of transport. 

Tool making has undergone a cultural shift, moving away 
from being considered a craft demanding high degrees of 
skill to being increasingly viewed as a commodity - something 

that anyone can perform with 
the right technological tool at 
hand, such as 3D parametric 
solid modelling, rapid tooling 
and high-speed machining.

As a result, tool makers 
can’t rely on old business 
models but must instead 
focus on targeting niche 
markets and developing 
specialised products, 
materials, processes and 
customer knowledge in order 
to survive in today’s market. 
In other words, they must try 
to compete on value instead 
of cost.

Adding value is not just 
a matter of offering more 
services. There are many 
processors who have grown 
their businesses in recent 
years by providing additional 
services such as finishing, 
decorating, assembly, 

packaging and cataloguing products for their OEM (original 
equipment manufacturer) customers. It is, however, becoming 
increasingly difficult for processors to receive a fair profit for 
these added services unless they are tied to a specialty. Such 
a specialty could be an in-house painting line, or a vacuum 
metalising or electroplating capability. In short, the key is to 
combine added services with specialisation.

Owners Kim Eliot and Markus Funk

UTP Mould & Die specialises in mould base  
and press tool die sets preparation



UTP Mould & Die:  
Improving toolroom turnaround times
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Indeed, the die and mould industry has 
experienced tremendous change: It’s no longer 
simply a craft but a multifaceted business. And to 
thrive in this intensely competitive environment, 
die and mould makers must learn to specialise, 
beef up services, add value to products, and seek 
niche markets.

“Mould, die and press tool manufacturing 
has always been a tough, competitive business. 

Additionally, mould makers and press tool manufacturers 
are under constant pressure to speed up the mould 
and press tool manufacturing process, improving their 
processes and product quality, while boosting productivity. 
To meet their goals, these companies employ the latest 
mould making software, leveraging new techniques in 
CAD/CAM and CAE, with vastly improved simulations for 
conformal cooling and other key features in mould and die 
manufacturing,” explains Markus Funk, Managing Director 
of UTP Mould & Die.

“Recently, the globe-shrinking effects of advanced 
transportation and communication technologies, as well 
as the cheap material and labour costs associated with 
the Asian countries, have put these companies under 
even more pressure.” 

“Make it fast and accurate. An all too often heard 
demand from customers. However, those of us in this 
industry must realise that this is not a growing trend but a 
must for this industry.”

“Furthermore, to meet the accelerating pace of 
product design and time-to-market, major corporations 
have also taken to outsourcing high-level engineering and 
production tasks. Subcontractors and service providers 
find themselves bidding not just to provide parts, but to 
assist their customers in executing core functions of the 
product development process within ever tighter time 
frames.”

Mould base and press tool die sets preparation
“There are a number of steps that go into delivering 

someone’s idea of a new design for the packaging of 
your favourite sauce or beverage, for example, before it is 
delivered to you the consumer. Many of us have no idea 
of the amount of processes, checks and inspections that 
have to be completed first and that is even before the 
product is labelled. The advent of additive manufacturing 
and 3D printing is also skewing the reality. The 
uninformed are expecting the same high volume results 
as achieved by the traditional engineering methods. Using 
additive technologies to create value in manufacturing 

UTP Mould & Die have recently invested in two new 
Kitamura CNC high-speed milling machines supplied 

by WD Hearn Machine Tools. Renishaw probing 
cycles have been installed on the two Kitamura 
machines. Another major selling feature on the 

Kitamura is the Arumatik control, which is a 19” 
touch screen Icon based control system

 Kitamura MyBridgeCenter 8G 3-axis bridge type machining center with 
linear scale feedback in all axis. The machine has XYZ travels of  

2 000 x 1 200 x 800mm and can accommodate a workpiece mass of  
3 500kg. Rapid feed rates are 24m/min and the spindle motor is 22kW.  

A NC-4 non-contact toolsetting/toolbreakage detection/ tool wear 
detection system and an OMP40 work piece measuring probes  

kit has also been installed on both machines

Deep hole gun drilling 

“Milling critical mould surfaces to final size literally leaves no margin for error.  
This takes absolute confidence in every aspect of the machining process, as well as 

absolute confidence that the results are worthwhile. Both a small mould for a  
toaster and a large mould for an automobile bumper must produce parts  

that are mechanically and cosmetically correct.”
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and industrial workflows, like using 
3D-printed tooling to bridge from prototype 
to production is here to stay and will reduce 
lead times. By not recognising this fact 
you do so at your own peril. The trick is to 
leverage the technology to your advantage.”

“This is what we did when we acquired 
the company in 1999. UTP Mould & Die was 
first established in 1959 by KH Trautwein 
of Germany, who identified the enormous 
potential in developing a local mould and 
die making facility to European standard. 
For awhile we continued with this line 
of manufacturing but then we changed 
strategy.”

“In a mould shop, the model of the 
customer’s part gets used in two parallel 
processes. One of these is core and cavity 
machining, in which CAM software generates 
complex tool paths to let CNC machining cut 
the shape of the part in metal.”

“The other process is mould base and 
plate machining. Here, the work is less likely 
to flow so smoothly. Mould design software 
may be used to model the bases and plates 
based on the core/cavity geometry, but the 
automation usually ends after that.”

“We realised that mould and die 
manufacturers, as was the case of our own 
company, were wasting many hours on 
their plate and base preparation, as well as 
the sourcing and machining of associated 
componentry such as pins and bushes.” 

“One of the biggest areas mould makers 
look at is the most efficient way to remove 
bulk material to near-net shape. Advances 
in ‘smart’ roughing toolpaths continue to 
dramatically drive down machining time. Of 
course, the precision and quality of the final 
mould is what matters most, and here shops 
are looking more closely at not just new 
toolpath motion, but new tools, all of which 
need to be supported by their programming 
software. Here we utilise four seats of the 
Edgecam CAM software.”

“There was a niche in the market that 
nobody was really exploring and still today 
they do not. We understood that if we could 
specialise in this area of the process we 
would become the friend of many mould, 
tool and die manufacturers. By adding the 
complementary press tool die set machining 
as well as the associated componentry 
machining capabilities it enabled us to 
refer to ourselves as the specialists in the 
industry.”

Many operations, many machines
“However, plate and base preparation 

requires operations such as cut-to-
size, squaring, grinding, milling and 
drilling, amongst others, and despite the 
advancement in machines, tooling and 
software, many hours can be spent on this 
area of the process.”

“Additionally, you need many different 
types of machines to perform the required 
operations – bandsaws, surface grinders, 

Mould base plates ready for delivery

Other machining services include plate roughing for all complex cavity and core plates 
that can be pre-machined leaving 0.3mm for final machining

 “On our gun drilling side we have three machines. The unique machine in this 
department is our Ixion Auerbach plate gun drilling machine. As far as we know we are 
the only company with this type of machine in South Africa. What sets us apart is this 
machine’s capabilities. The deep hole or boring machine, as it is sometimes referred to, 

has travels of 1 200 x 2 000 x 400mm and is capable of drilling holes up to 1 000mm deep 
on all four sides. No one else can do that in South Africa.” 
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turning, slotting, honing, broaching, 
wire cutting and EDM, milling and 
drilling, including deep hole gun 
drilling. Not all plates and bases 
require all of these operations 
but in most cases they do.”

“Cores and cavities are 
complex only in terms of 
geometry. Plates and 
bases are complex in 
a different way. While 
the tool paths to 
machine a plate may 
be simple indeed - 
just a series of hole-
making plunges - the 
complexity comes in 
choosing the tools 
and operations. A 
plate with 100 or 
more holes might 
require dozens of 
center drills, drills, 
chamfers and taps in 
various combinations. Some 
holes will also call for a 
choice between drilling 
and helical milling. 
In other words, the 
complexity of a plate lies 
in the knowledge necessary to machine it.”

“We now have over 100 machines at our disposal.  

These include 3, 4 and 5-axis turning and milling 
machines from SNK, Mazak, Kitamura, Awea, Kaoming, 

Makino and Breton. On the grinding side we have 
machines from Studer, Kellenberger, Bahmuller, 
Okamoto, Perfect, SNK and Estarta. They cover our 
requirements of external and cylindrical grinding, 
centerless cylindrical grinding and horizontal plate 

grinding.” 

Unique plate gun 
drilling machine

“On our gun drilling 
side we have three 

machines. The unique 
machine in this 
department is our 
Ixion Auerbach plate 
gun drilling machine. 
As far as we know we 
are the only company 
with this type of 
machine in South 

Africa. What sets us 
apart is this machine’s 

capabilities. The deep hole 
or boring machine, as it 
is sometimes referred to, 
has travels of 1 200 x  
2 000 x 400mm and is 
capable of drilling holes 

up to 1 000mm deep on all four sides. No one else can do 
that in South Africa.”  

Currently being installed is a new Mitsubishi MV-4800S WEDM, which is the  
biggest WEDM that WD Hearn has supplied to a client in South Africa. The 

dimensions of the workpiece for this machine are XYZ of 1 250 x 1 020 x 550mm  
and a weight of 3 000kg
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Two new Kitamura CNC high-speed milling 
machines, a Mitsubishi MV-4800S WEDM and a 
Behringer LPS 60 plate saw

UTP Mould & Die have recently invested in two 
new Kitamura CNC high-speed milling machines and 
a Mitsubishi MV-4800S WEDM, which were supplied 
by WD Hearn Machine Tools. The Behringer LPS 60 
plate saw was supplied by Elquip Solutions.

“Manufacturing critical mould surfaces to final 
size literally leaves no margin for error. This takes 
absolute confidence in every aspect of the machining 
process, as well as absolute confidence that the 
results are worthwhile. It is no different for plate and 
base preparation. We are at the beginning of the 
process and need to supply product that adheres to 
micron specification.”

“We therefore need to invest in our equipment. 
We have purchased a Kitamura MyBridgeCenter 8G 
3-axis bridge type machining center with linear scale 
feedback in all axis. The machine has XYZ travels of 
2 000 x 1 200 x 800mm and can accommodate a 
workpiece mass of 3 500kg. Rapid feed rates are 
24m/min and the spindle motor is 22kW.”

“What impresses me with this machine is that 
the positioning accuracy is 0.002mm and the 
repeatability is 0.001mm – accuracies that we need 
in our type of work.”

“The second Kitamura machine is a Mycenter 
4XiD with travels of 1 000 x 600 x 600mm and a 
maximum workpiece load of 2 000kg.”

“The Behringer LPS 60 plate saw is a compact 
vertical bandsaw that can cut plate up to 720mm 
and 1 260mm in length.”

“This is not the maximum size plate that we 
process. We are capable of processing plate from 
156 x 156mm up to 1 200mm x 2 000mm.”

“Our previous investment in equipment, which 
was about the same time we purchased the 
Behringer in 2017, was for two surface grinders from 
Taiwanese manufacturer Perfect. The bigger of the 
two accommodates plate up to 1 200 x 2 000mm, 
which fits our profile perfectly and we believe it is the 
biggest surface grinder in South Africa.”

“Currently being installed is our new Mitsubishi 
MV-4800S WEDM, which is the biggest WEDM that 
WD Hearn has supplied to a client in South Africa. 
The dimensions of the workpiece for this machine 

The second Kitamura machine is a Mycenter 4XiD with travels of 1 
000 x 600 x 600mm and a maximum workpiece load of 2 000kg

UTP Mould & Die have also recently invested in two surface grinders 
from Taiwanese manufacturer Perfect

Another investment has been in a Behringer LPS 60 plate saw.  
It is a compact vertical bandsaw that can cut plate up to 720mm and 1 260mm 

in length. This is not the maximum size plate that UTP Mould & Die can process. 
They are capable of processing plate from 156 x 156mm up to  

1 200mm x 2 000mm

Machining of components 
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are XYZ of 1 250 x 1 020 x 550mm and a weight of 3 000kg. 
This is a big machine that can handle big workpieces for us 
on a table size of 1 080 x 780mm.”

What steels can UTP supply? Exclusive importer and 
distributor of Toolox

UTP can manufacture custom and customised bases and 
plates for moulds and press tooling from all locally available 
tool steels, aluminium and mild steels (e.g. 1.2311, 1.2312, 
1.2344, 1.2067,1.2083, 1.2316 and Coroplast).

“Additionally, we realised that to remain competitive while 
offering quality we had to start importing our own plate. Five 
years ago we were appointed the exclusive distributor in 
South Africa for Toolox 33 and Toolox 44, both manufactured 
by SSAB Sweden and used as the general standard of 
material used in the industry. The 60 tons that we hold in 
stock come in plate thickness from 14mm to 165mm and 
sheet sizes of 1 250 x 2 050mm. This material is a modern 
and improved equivalent of 2312 and 2311 pre-hardened tool 
steel available in 33HRc and 44HRc.”

“Our stockholding of custom base preprocessed plates is 
much greater and a customer can virtually order ex-stock.”

Custom component machining
“Another area that we found we could 

specialise in and save our clients time and 
money in was the manufacture and supply of 
the custom components associated with the 
moulds, components such as pins and bushes. 
Mould manufacturers have the equipment to 
manufacture these types of components but do 
they have the time? They certainly don't have the 
volume.”

“We decided to manufacture a limited amount 
of the commonly known DME range and provide 
a service of off-the-shelf availability. At the 
same time we signed an exclusive import and 
distribution agreement with well-known Italian 
mould and press component manufacturer 
Pedrotti Mould and Press Components. They 
manufacture mould elements for plastic injection, 
die-casting and metal stamping such as springs, 
guiding pillars and bushes. We hold a large 
stockholding of these components.”

“We also import and supply the Swedish 
Heatlock hot runner systems.”

Other machining and services
“We are not limited to custom machining of 

the bases, plates and press tool die-sets. If a 
customer requires customised work to be done 
we are quite capable of doing it. We have the 
machinery, technicians and design staff that 
can carry out the specialised machining services 
required.”

“For example plate roughing for all complex 
cavity and core plates can be pre-machined 
leaving 0.3mm for final machining. We also offer 
stress relieving after machining and regrinding of 
bottom surface before delivery. What is important 
is that we are not in competition to the 1 200 odd 
clients that we have on our books. Our services 
are precision components for plastic injection 
moulds, foundry locating components, machine 
parts and production assembly lines. Typical 
components include mould bases, mould inserts, 
extrusion dies, press tools, pillars and bushes, 

Mould plates that have been assembled for a client

UTP Mould & Die offers more than just mould base and press tool die  
sets preparation

UTP Mould & Die has three SNK 5-axis machines that have a maximum travel of  
1 500 x 1 200 x 1 000mm and a maximum workpiece mass of 7 000kg
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moulding box bushes, pattern pins and 
machine spares.”

“We even have a dedicated round 
parts production department. 3D 
CMM measurement, checking fixtures, 
tryout and other inspection procedures 
are all part of our make-up. 
We even offer fixture and 
jig manufacture 
as well as 
assembly.” 

UTP Mould 
& Die is based 
in Krugersdorp 
Gauteng with 
two ultra 
modern factories 
spanning 3 
600m². UTP 
employs 55 staff 
of which 30 are 
tool technicians. 
The company is 
also very active 
in employing and training technicians associated with the 
government’s NTIP programme. UTP Mould & Die has been 
awarded the ISO 9001:2015 quality certification by TUV 
Rheinland accreditation.

“Milling critical mould surfaces 
to final size literally leaves no 

margin for error. This takes 
absolute confidence in every 
aspect of the machining 
process, as well as 
absolute confidence that 
the results are worthwhile. 

Both a small mould 
for a toaster and a 
large mould for an 
automobile bumper 
must produce parts  
that are mechanically 
and cosmetically 
correct. 

With faster metal–
cutting through high-speed 

machining (HSM) and 
improved EDM techniques, 
mould and die shops are 
finding innovative ways to 
compete with manufacturing 
operations in traditionally 

low-cost labour markets. We at UTP Mould & Die are helping 
them to achieve their goals.”

For further details contact UTP Mould & Die on  
TEL: 011 664 6070 or visit www.utp.co.za

UTP Mould & Die has over 100 machines at their disposal with the 
majority of them CNC

UTP Mould & Die imports Toolox 33 and Toolox 44 from  
SSAB Sweden. The company holds 60 tons in stock

UTP Mould & Die imports and distributes product from well-known 
Italian mould and press component manufacturer Pedrotti Mould  

and Press Components

Pre-machined custom mould base plates

The company also has a Mazak HCN6000 CNC horizontal machining center with 
XYZ travels 1 000 x 900 x 600mm and a maximum workpiece mass of 1 000kg.
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The roll forming industry is not as straightforward as it used to be. Customers demand more 
sophisticated shapes and quicker turnarounds. Heunis Steel has rolled with the changes over the 
past 50 years and now sees an exciting future serving the plumbing and construction industries.

They might not be the 
first item you detail on 
the architects plans 

when designing a home or 
commercial building. But, 
with today’s focus to design 
buildings that reduce 
environmental impact and 
to conserve and recycle 
our valuable resources, 
rainwater harvesting 
components such as 
gutters and drainpipes, 
roof sheeting and ceiling 
products become an 
important factor in the final 
mix. Not only must these 
components and products 
be functional but they 
must also be aesthetically 
pleasing when visible to 
the eye.

Heunis Steel is a family owned business that was 
established by the late Connie du Plessis in 1968. Du Plessis 
spotted a business opportunity and purchased a company 
that, at the time, mainly manufactured rainwater goods such 
as gutters, downpipes and accessories, catering largely to 
the plumbing industry. The manufacturing plant was moved 
to Zandfontein, Pretoria, in the early 1970s where it still 
operates from today. 

Du Plessis’s son-in-law Koot Heunis - father of current 
owner Anton Heunis - worked for the company from 1968 until 
1984 before deciding to leave the company and start his own 
transport business. In 1992 the opportunity was presented for 
Koot Heunis to purchase the company from his father-in-law, 
which he did. In 1999 however, the ownership changed hands 
again, effectively creating a third-generation company when 
Anton Heunis took over as owner and managing director of the 
company. 

Today Anton Heunis remains as the majority shareholder 
of the business although, for a brief period from 2008 until 

2016, the company had 
the JSE listed company 
the Dawn Group 
involved as a minority 
shareholder.

“At the time when 
the Dawn Group became 
a minority shareholder 
they were on the 
acquisition trail. They 
were a major client of 
ours and still are today. 
But their strategy has 
subsequently been 
to exit many of the 
manufacturing facilities 
that they had become 
involved in and return to 
being a major distributor 
of sanitaryware, 
plumbing, kitchen, 

engineering and civil products. Our brief period together was 
beneficial to both parties and came at a time when Heunis 
Steel saw tremendous growth,” explained Anton Heunis.

Third generation progress
With Anton Heunis at the helm, the company bloomed and 

the potential for other market opportunities was realised. As 
a young opportunist and business enthusiast, Anton saw that 
the time was favourable to explore value-added opportunities. 
This meant that any extra products supplied by Heunis Steel 
would purely be an add on. The company added roof sheeting 
products to their range in 2005 and quickly achieved the top 
of their game. The concept of loading various products on the 
same truck that delivered to the same address on the same 
account, just made profitable business sense. 

The company now has 25 trucks on the road delivering 
product from Upington and Postmasburg in the Northern Cape 
province to Port Elizabeth and King William’s Town in the 
Eastern Cape province and many other big and small towns in 
between. 

Current owner Anton Heunis

Heunis Steel decoils and rollforms 
sheet metal into product



Building relationships  
in the plumbing and construction industries
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“We cover all the provinces in 
South Africa and even deliver 
cross border to Lesotho, 
Swaziland and Botswana. 
We now have 30 different 
clearly defined zones that 
we deliver to and this 
distribution and logistical 
side of our business is 
as important to us as the 
manufacturing side. We 
place an emphasis on it 
as we don't want to upset 
clients by sending the 
wrong order to Hazyview, 
for example. It is costly to 
rectify as we would only be 
delivering in that area again 
a week later.”

“This division is run by 
my brother Christo who prior to joining the company worked 
for a number of years in the transport business.”

“So important is the logistical side to the company that 
we have complemented it by setting up our own Toyota 
approved mechanical workshop for trucks. This workshop 
takes care of all the servicing and repairs of our fleet. To 
attain Toyota approval you need 
to adhere to all the mechanical 
requirements as well as the 
environmental ones.”  

Another opportunity 
presented itself a few years 
later in 2010 in the form of a 
company called Barak Products 
that was a manufacturer of 
ceiling strips. This opportunity 
offered a way to minimise the 
waste that the company was 
occurring with the off cuts 
from the other manufacturing 
divisions.

“We were selling large 
amounts of offcuts at prices 
way below what we had paid for 
the raw materials. Heunis Steel 

purchased Barak Products and incorporated the production 
line into the available space at our Zandfontein plant. 

Innovative automation 
was implemented 
to ensure that the 
production line would 
fit into the smaller 
space on the Heunis 
Steel premises. This 
was done with immense 
success, achieving the 
same volumes but with 
far less costs and fewer 
personnel, which led to 
greater efficiency and we 
were using the waste to 
produce another product 
range.”

“This production line 
also includes a powder 

coating plant that incorporates all the latest environmental 
requirements and energy saving components needed.”

How the process works
Heunis Steel’s business is simple. The company rollforms, 

presses and profiles galvanised sheet metal and then sells 
and distributes its products 
to a large client base in the 
construction, building and 
plumbing industries. The 
company boasts over 1 000 
clients that include names 
like Cashbuild, Builders 
Warehouse, Mica and 
Chamberlains.

Heunis Steel’s entire 
product line is based on 
processing galvanised 
steel, which the company 
purchases in coil and 
sheet metal form from 
ArcelorMittal South Africa 
(AMSA). A limited amount of 
coil is also purchased from 
international suppliers. As 

Rainwater components and products account for 40% of Heunis 
Steel’s production, roofing - which they only introduced in 2005 - 

50%, and the ceiling products the remaining 10%

On the punching side Heunis Steel has a Euromac BX 1250/30 that 
has a work surface of 1 250 x 2 500mm, a force press of 30 tons and 
can process material up to 5mm plate thickness, more than within 

Heunis Steel’s paramaters. The machine was supplied by  
CML Machine Tools

The most recent installation was a Safan E-brake E100-3000 that 
has a bending length of 3 000mm and a bending force of 100 tons. 

The machine was supplied by CML Machine Tools

Coils of various sizes are kept in a strict system according to product group
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AMSA only supplies in certain widths, too wide 
for Heunis Steel’s manufacturing process, coil 
is sent to a service centre that then does 
decoiling and slitting to Heunis Steel’s 
requirements.

When Anton Heunis purchased the 
company in 1999 it occupied a footprint 
of 2 000m² but has since grown and 
expanded to such an extent that it now 
occupies 15 000m² under roof.

“The company had had a space 
expansion prior to this last one. This 
last expansion has taken us to virtually 
the maximum amount of space that 
we can occupy on the current site so 
in future going forward if we want to 
expand the business we will have to 
add further shifts to our programme. 
Currently we are operating an eight 
hour shift five days a week and 
we more than meet the current 
demand in South Africa for certain 
of our products. A new entrant 
into the industry would find it very 
difficult to survive economically 
if they had to try and set up from 
scratch.”

“When we had the latest 
expansion to our facility we were 
afforded the opportunity to plan 
our manufacturing operations so 
as to maximise material flow - 
raw and processed – and storage 
of final product, distribution and 
all the other aspects involved in 
the process.”

“One of the major outcomes was that 
we were able to separate the 
areas of manufacturing that 
we serve: Rainwater, roofing 
and ceiling. In other words 
we have three factories 
within one factory - all with 
their own material supply, 
manufacturing equipment 
and related services. 
Rainwater components 
and products account for 
40% of our production, 
roofing, which we only 

introduced in 2005, 50%, and the ceiling 
products the remaining 10%.”

“This has been a big improvement 
to our manufacturing process as 
there is now no contamination or 
product chaos. You can imagine, we 
have 50 different product groups 
within the rainwater division alone, 
each having many different sizes 

and varieties, so strict controls have 
to be put in place otherwise we will 

deliver the wrong product to our client in 
Hazyview.”
   “Rollforming of sheet metal plays an 

integral role in the building and construction of 
commercial and industrial structures and in the 

automotive industry, which we have not ventured 
into yet.”

“There are many products and components 
that are being rollformed these days, which we 
are not aware of. In our business the process of 

rollforming accounts for most of our production 
output.”

“Heunis Steel has a number of rollforming 
machines on the production floor. Amongst 
them we do have imported equipment but 
most of them have been built by ourselves 
to suit our requirements. They are all modern 

incorporating the latest technology 
and are automated with the latest 
PLC controls. They process material 
between 0.25mm and 2.4mm. Tooling 
does play a major part in the final 
outcome of the product or component 
so we are very aware to service these 
tools regularly. All the manufacturing 

of our tooling is out sourced.”
Heunis Steel believes it is on par 

with international manufacturers. 
It has everything under one roof in 
its factory, ensuring a good flow 

of materials. This includes the 
distribution of the finished 
goods to the warehouse, 
and from there to the trucks. 
Double handling has been 
brought down to the bare 
minimum with most things 
being containerised.

Once it started expanding

Once it started expanding the plant Heunis Steel evolved with the 
times by installing a railway track inside the factory, which includes 
operator-less shuttles conveying goods from one end to the other. 
This saves on forklifts and operators and removes forklift fumes

Heunis Steel has two Safan E-brakes that it uses in its bending 
department

For the type of products that Heunis Steel manufactures 
there is an obvious call for press work. In this department 

they have a number of eccentric Caxton type presses.  
Brackets, holderbats, stopends and other types of 

components are produced on these machines

The company also manufactures rainwater tanks in galvanised steel 
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the plant Heunis Steel evolved 
with the times by installing a 
railway track inside the factory, 
which includes operator-less 
shuttles conveying goods from 
one end to the other. This saves 
on forklifts and operators and 
removes forklift fumes. During 
the design of the building, 
provision was also made for the 
installation of overhead cranes, 
making it very easy to move 
materials around and load it into 
the machines.

Bending and punching
Rollforming is not the only 

material processing function that forms part of Heunis Steel’s 
manufacturing process. Bending and punching are also an 
integral operation of some of the components that Heunis 
Steel manufactures. In this department the company deploys 
three Safan press brakes as well as two Promecam press 
brakes.

The most recent installation was a Safan E-brake  
E100-3 000 that has a bending length of 3 000mm and a 
bending force of 100 tons. The machine was supplied by CML 
Machine Tools.

On the punching side Heunis Steel has a Euromac BX 
1250/30 that has a work surface of 1 250 x 2 500mm, 
a force press of 30 tons and can process material up to 
5mm plate thickness, more than within Heunis Steel’s 
paramaters. The machine was also supplied by 
CML Machine Tools.

Robotic welding
“We are always looking for new ways 

to improve our production times so in the 
welding department we have deployed 
two Fanuc welding robots. The Fanuc 
robots were installed by Robotic 
Innovations and are used for specific 
welding operations where we have 
high volume,” said Heunis.

Caxton presses
“In the type of products 

that we are manufacturing 
there is an obvious call 
for press work. We have a 

number of eccentric Caxton 
type presses deployed. 
Brackets, holderbats, 
stopends and other types of 
components are produced on 
these machines. As they are 
normally sold in bundles of 
10, 25 or even 50 in some 
cases, we outsource the 
counting and bundling of 
these components to the local 
disability home. It earns them 
money and alleviates us of a 
time consuming function.”  

Water tanks
Although not a big part of 

Heunis Steel’s production, the company does manufacture 
galvanised steel water tanks, which range from 150 litres up 
to 10 000 litres.

“Galvanised steel tanks have big competition from plastic 
manufactured tanks these days. They might have some 
advantages over our steel tanks, such as easier installation, 
but our tanks will last much longer than a plastic tank. Up to 
25 years in some cases.”

“We may not be liked by some suppliers of equipment 
because we are very adept and innovative in manufacturing 
our own machines. All our decoilers have been made by 
ourselves. They do need machined components so we will 

shop this work out even though we have a 
small machine shop.”

“Our biggest objective is to 
be as efficient as possible in our 
manufacturing processes and 
other areas of the company. Even 
continuous improvement processes 

don’t make a fabricator 
entirely unique. The tools of 
lean manufacturing and other 

continuous improvement 
methods are widely published 
and available to any company 
willing to make the investment. 
But if you don't make use of 

them you do it at your own peril.”
For further details contact 

Heunis Steel on TEL:  
012 372 0021 or visit 
www.heunis.co.za

Finished product is strictly controlled via a pallet system

To improve production times in the welding department Heunis 
Steel installed two Fanuc welding robots

Heunis Steel’s entire product line is based on processing galvanised steel

The company is always exploring new product ideas
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Growing with the times –  
Siyanda Engineering

Established in 2002 with the focus being on supplying 
manufactured spares to industry, Siyanda Engineering’s 
history actually dates back further than 2002. The 

company has roots dating back to 1988 when friends David 
Slabbert and Peter Alberts formed a partnership to establish 
a general engineering machine shop. Slabbert was more 
mechanical engineering inclined and Alberts had a flare and 

leaning towards sales and marketing, a perfect fit to run a 
company focusing on manufacturing and repairs of wear part 
components and spares.

The name change of the company to Siyanda Engineering 
in 2002 was implemented to better represent the company’s 
involvement in mechanical engineering and the political 
landscape of the country.

Some of the management team at Siyanda Engineering

Extreme Machines have supplied Siyanda Engineering with an  
Excetek V400 wire EDM

One of the company’s biggest clients is the SOE Eskom. They have 
a contract for what they call the ‘peeking’ power stations to service, 

repair and refurbish the turbines (not the blades), valves, pumps, 
boilers and other auxiliary equipment and spares 



“With the previous name of the company - Tradepro - there 
was no connection at all to the type of business it was and 
the engineering industries that it was dealing with,” explained 
Sales Director Deon Slabbert, who is also the son of one of 
the original founders.

“Those 14 years under the old name had established 
the company as one that built relationships with customers 
while creating a reputation for quality, combining original 
best practices with new technologies and manufacturing 
approaches. It was the right foundation to build the company 
on.”

“From the beginning my dad and Peter believed that 
machined parts suppliers must be more than just a machine 
shop. That means staying in very close communication with 

their customers and involving themselves in the early stages 
of their customers’ part design processes. That way, their 
engineering expertise allowed them to suggest ways to make 
machining easier i.e. less expensive. In addition, they offered 
services such as reverse engineering, component assembly, 
installation, prototyping and repair work. Plus, they brought 
key non-machining processes in house, which saves on 
transportation costs and eliminates inherent communication 
hassles and shipping delays when using multiple companies. 
Over the years, they have added processes such as 
specialised welding, small fabrication, refurbishment, heat 
treatment, project and site development, maintenance 
and installation and metallurgical and metrology analysis 
services.”

The company has also recently purchased a Craft 3011ZR  
CNC bed type machining/milling center that has XYZ travels of  

2 000 x 800 x 700mm, a table size of 2 500 x 600mm  
and can accommodate a maximum load of 1 200kg.  

Craft Machine Tools supplied the machine

A recent addition has been the investment in an Akira-Seiki 
Performa V5.5 CNC machining center. The machine has XYZ travels 

of 1 350 x 640 x 660mm, a table size of 1 500 x 600mm,  
can accommodate a maximum load of 2 250kg, rapid feeds on the 

XYZ of 30/30/25m/min and a spindle speed of 12 000rpm.  
The machine was purchased from MJH Machine Tools

The company also has a Scharmann horizontal borer Siyanda Engineering has a number of CNC turning lathes

Siyanda Engineering is one of very few companies in South Africa to offer orbital 
welding services. Orbital welding is a specialised area of welding whereby the arc is 

rotated mechanically through 360° (180 degrees in double up welding) around a 
static workpiece, an object such as a pipe - in a continuous process
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“This is reflected in that our machine shop can offer CNC 
turning, milling and boring, spark eroding, wire cutting, thread 
rolling, internal and external grinding, honing, metal spraying 
as well as conventional milling and turning.”

Siyanda Engineering has not concentrated on large-part 
machining - the really big workpieces - as they do not have the 
equipment or machinery to successfully handle these types of 
components. Rather it has developed around handling small 
to medium size components, depending on your perception 
of what is small, medium or large. The company’s vertical 
CNC boring mill has a capacity for a component with a three 
metre diameter whereas their manual lathe can accommodate 
shafts up to three metres in length which, relatively speaking, 
is not that small. The company does have a 10 ton crane with 
seven metres underhook so it is all relative.

Orbital welding
Siyanda Engineering is one of very few companies in 

South Africa to offer orbital welding services. Orbital welding 
is a specialised area of welding whereby the arc is rotated 
mechanically through 360° (180 degrees in double up 
welding) around a static workpiece, an object such as a pipe - 
in a continuous process.

“It is very difficult to achieve the highest standards of 
quality and safety using manual welding. This is due to 
certain welding positions, overhead and down-hand welds 
for example, often leading to faulty welds due to restricted 

access the user has in these welding positions. In order to 
have complete control over the weld pool, a perfect balance 
must be maintained between gravitational force and surface 
tension at every position of the torch. By using mechanised 
variants of the technique, certain parts of the welding process 
are handled by mechanical components. Note that a welder 
will always be monitoring and controlling the process. In 
an ideal situation, all welding parameters would be fully 
programmed before welding is started. In practice, however, 
the presence of variable constraints means that it is often 
necessary for the welder to make corrective interventions,” 
explained Deon Slabbert.

“A successful automatic orbital weld is 100% repeatable 
as long as the operator monitors variables and performs 
periodic samples, which are inspected for complete 
penetration.” 

“Owing to its ability to realise high purity results, orbital 
welding found its place in the production of clean-room 
components for the semiconductor industry. Its application 
has now expanded to the construction of pipework and 
equipment for diverse industries like food processing, 
pharmaceuticals, chemical engineering, automotive 
engineering, biotechnology, shipbuilding and aerospace.”

Business areas
Siyanda Engineering has built its business around 

servicing clients in the power generation and mining 

The company also has vertical boring machines on the  
machine shop floor

The company has also recently purchased a Craft 3011ZR CNC bed 
type machining/milling center





industries and those companies 
manufacturing pumps and valves. 
One of the company’s biggest 
clients is the SOE Eskom. They have 
a contract for what they call the 
‘peeking’ power stations to service, 
repair and refurbish the turbines (not 
the blades), valves, pumps, boilers 
and other auxiliary equipment and 
spares.

Amongst others the company has 
also machined various components 
for the Drakensberg, Ingula and 
Palmiet hydro pump storage schemes 
as well as components for Gariep Dam.

However power generation and 
the mining industries are not the only 
industries that Siyanda Engineering 
has worked with. Clients on their books 
include the paper mills, petro-chemical 
and the food and beverages industries.

Zithembile Engineering and Consulting
In 2017 Siyanda Engineering expanded its footprint 

into the Mpumalanga Province by setting up a partnership 
with Zithembile Engineering and Zithembile Consulting, two 
separate companies that are based in the Evraz Highveld 
Steel and Vanadium Industrial Park, which is located on the 
site of the closed steel mill just outside Witbank.

“They occupy a space of 2 000m² and the engineering 
side is virtually a replica of our Bredell, Kempton Park facility 
except for certain processes that don't need duplicating.”

“The engineering side is run by Onkar Choudhray and the 
consulting side by his wife Kim. We support local development 
and the transferal of skills to companies like Zithembile. They 
are a Level 1 BEE contributor, which complements our Level 2 
status.”

“More importantly they are situated in an area where 
we have a number of sites to service on a regular basis. A 
number of the Eskom power stations are in the area as is the 
Kusile Power Station.”

“Our exposure in this area has also given us more 
access to the many mines that operate in Mpumalanga. 
It is becoming more important to have a facility within a 

Fabrication also takes place at Siyanda Engineering
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50km radius, especially if you are dealing with SOEs and 
government entities. It is even specified in the tender 
documents these days.”

Localisation
“Localisation is one of the levers that the South 

African government has identified as a tool to fastrack 
industrialisation. Once a product has been designated for 
local production, all organs of state supposedly have to 
comply with the requirements. We are a big supporter of this 
initiative and we hope it can be policed in the future.”

“Government cannot impose localisation policy on 
the private sector. However, those companies supplying 
Eskom power stations, for example, will have to put in 
place mechanisms to abide. It also filters down to these 
companies’ suppliers as well.”

“We are proud to say that one of our clients - a large 
multinational - has recognised us to fit the criteria. They 
provide advanced power generation technology and services 
including maintenance and operations, parts and repair 
services, and contractual services agreements to nine Eskom 
Power stations as well as gas turbines to Sasol’s Secunda 
Plant.”

“There are a number of criteria you have to put in place 
including being certified to ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 3834 
Part 2. We have had these accreditations for some time 
now.”

New equipment
Siyanda Engineering has a mix of machines on its floor 

that suits its type of machining. Some equipment has been 
purchased second hand but the majority of the equipment 
has been purchased new.

A recent addition has been the investment in an Akira-
Seiki Performa V5.5 CNC machining center. The machine has 
XYZ travels of 1 350 x 640 x 660mm, a table size of 1 500 
x 600mm, can accommodate a maximum load of 2 250kg, 
rapid feeds on the XYZ of 30/30/25m/min and a spindle 

speed of 12 000rpm. 
The machine was 
purchased from MJH 
Machine Tools.

The company has 
also recently purchased 
a Craft 3011ZR CNC 
bed type machining/
milling center that has 
XYZ travels of 2 000 x 
800 x 700mm, a table 
size of 2 500 x 600mm 
and can accommodate 
a maximum load of 1 
200kg. Craft Machine 
Tools supplied the 
machine as they did the 
new Craft 3-axis turret 
mill that is equipped 
with a DRO, has XYZ 
travels of 1 000 x 500 x 
700mm and can take a 
load of 500kg.

Siyanda Engineering 
has the ability to 
provide services to the 
mechanical engineering 
industry from concept 
through to design, 
manufacturing and 

installation. The company makes use of Edgecam for its 
machining operations and SolidEdge for design.

The next generation
Too often you hear of businesses that rely heavily on 

one client and usually this will account for over 80% of the 
company’s turnover. So when this client hits bad times so do 
its suppliers and those that have not diversified will generally 
end up closing.  

Equally those companies that don’t make succession 
plans can struggle to hand over or sell when the owner 
decides to retire. With the two original founders now in their 
60s Siyanda Engineering have already begun with these 
succession plans as is the case with David Slabbert’s son, 
Deon, being appointed Sales Director.

Slabbert feels the company is well equipped and 
managed to remain competitive for years to come, but he’s 
already thinking about the next step in its growth.

“We believe ultimately that diversity is the best protection 
against downturns in the economy. So we’re actively talking 
to other companies to secure their business. A recent 
win has been acquiring the machining of hubs and other 
components for the automotive industry for a company that 
has decided to concentrate on its foundry operations.”

“Currently we employ 65 staff between our Kempton  
Park and Witbank operations and we want to increase this 
number. We can only do that by gaining more clients while  
at the same time diversifying. Localisation, if it is 
implemented and policed correctly, can play a big role in 
supporting and sustaining local businesses, from machine 
shops to foundries. Government needs to consider this 
seriously if it wants future growth and the prosperity of the 
country to be sustained. The upside is unemployment rates 
will drop and we will become an attractive country to invest 
in again.”

For further details contact Siyanda Engineering on  
TEL: 011 979 0204 or visit www.siyandaengineering.org  
or www.zteng.co.za

 In 2017 Siyanda Engineering expanded its footprint into the Mpumalanga Province by setting up a partnership 
with Zithembile Engineering and Zithembile Consulting, two separate companies that are based in the  

Evraz Highveld Steel and Vanadium Industrial Park. The company is proud to be recognised for its  
BBEEE status and as such are accredited as a localisation supplier 
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The Coordinate Measuring Machine has been around for 
a very long time with the first machines introduced to 
the market by DEA and Ferranti back in the early 1960s. 

These early CMMs were manually operated with ‘hard probing’, 
eventually migrating to computer controlled CNC units with 
touch-trigger probes.

CMM touch-trigger probe pioneer Renishaw was founded 
in 1973 following the patenting of the touch-trigger probe by 
its joint founder while working at Rolls Royce. Today the CMM 
can be found globally in almost every precision manufacturing 
company and is the center-piece of most quality control 
processes.

The CMM is a very flexible measuring device with its 
measurement limitation typically only constrained by physical 
size, probing configuration and accuracy grade. Over past 
decades CMMs have become faster, more accurate, and 
cheaper. Developments by CMM manufacturers have included 
making structures stiffer, lighter and thermally compensated 
for use outside of the traditional temperature controlled 
quality laboratory. Improvements in scanning probes, including 
the latest Renishaw 5 axis technology, has allowed CMMs 
to measure geometry of critical parts such as power-train 
components providing more measurement information than 
traditional gauging techniques and with considerably more 
flexibility.

The globally installed base of coordinate measuring 
machines is estimated at around 150 000 units. The typical 
air bearing CMM structure rarely wears out and can be easily 
upgraded with new electronics and software extending life 
expectancy by another 10 years. In fact many 30-year old CMMs 
remain in daily use throughout the precision manufacturing 
sector with many ‘senior citizen’ CMM frames having been 
retrofitted multiple times.

CMMs have also been the source of much frustration 
for manufacturing engineers and managers as they all too 
frequently become bottle-necks in the manufacturing cycle. 
Typically the CMM needs an expert programmer who invariably 
is also the CMM operator in most small and medium sized 
companies. The battle cry heard from many plant managers 
“we want to eliminate all CMMs” probably comes more out of 
frustration with CMM programming and measuring bottlenecks 
than with the functionality and quality of measured data 
delivered by the CMM.

There has been much speculation over the past decade 
associated with the demise of the CMM but in reality what is 
the alternative? The CMM is affordable, reliable, repeatable and 
accurate. Any replacement technology needs to be all of these 
… and more.

Taking the CMM out of the quality laboratory and closer 
to the point of production is nothing new. Pioneers in flexible 
cell manufacturing such as GE were doing this back in the 
early 90’s. In those days the CMM was placed inside an air-
conditioned enclosure with the production operator loading and 
unloading parts through an opening door. CMM enclosures still 
remain common place today.

Shop-hardened CMMs have emerged whereby the CMM 

air-bearings are replaced with linear guide-ways and structures 
manufactured from cast-iron or polymer concrete in an attempt 
to create a thermally inert device. Granite, with its natural ability 
to absorb humidity and expand, is not the ideal material for 
shop-floor CMMs. Small footprints have also been demanded 
for shop-floor CMMs and interestingly the CMM industry has 
returned to the early cantilever design principle, pioneered 
by Ferranti, as its compact foot-print offers the most effective 
measuring volume.

Rise of optical scanners
The CMM has also proven to be an efficient carrier of 

non-tactile measuring probes, such as lasers scanners and 
optical sensors, with many suppliers now offering multi-sensor 
solutions complete with automatic probe changers. Line 
of sight with optical sensors is an issue and the traditional 
motorised indexing CMM probe head, used for carrying 
sensors, incurs both weight and index limitations.

With the current appetite for more digital data it’s not only 
tactile scanning that is seeing a huge growth opportunity. 
Optical scanners with their long stand-offs are seeing favour 
particularly for sheet metal and plastic part inspection since 
they are capable of digitising complete part geometries with 
much fewer sensor positions and in a faster measuring time.

Multi-axis industrial robot
The multi-axis industrial robot has emerged as a 

competitor to the traditional Cartesian CMM since it offers 
a low cost, shop-hardened, robust and reliable mover for 
carrying the heavier optical scanners. Such solutions have 
already penetrated the automotive sheet-metal application 
and are eliminating the coordinate measuring machines in 
many pioneering companies. Seamless object orientated 
programming and measuring software, used in conjunction 
with the robot, has also dramatically reduced device 
programming complexity. Accuracy trade-off appears to 
out-weigh the endured CMM frustrations whether actual or 
perceived.

Portable articulated arm
The manual 6-axis portable arm has also significantly 

eroded the manual CMM population over the past decade 
given its over whelming advantages of portability, flexibility and 
dexterity. Few CMM manufacturers today even offer a manual 
Cartesian CMM in their product portfolio such has been the 
market shift to portable arms.

On-machine probing
The CMM is also being attacked in the CNC machine-shop 

by the increased use of on-machine probing whereby part 
inspection is being performed as part of the metal cutting 
cycle. The ever increasing accuracy of metal cutting machines 
is now on par with CMM structures, and the arguments of 
the CMM being an independent audit facility are outweighed 
by the virtues of real-time adaptive control and minimising of 
defective parts.

BETTER   PRODUCTION

What is the future for coordinate  
measuring machines?

Questions Keith Mills, Publishing Editor of Metrology News.





Comparative gauging
The comparative gauging technique employed by 

Renishaw’s Equator provides a real-world solution to 
measurement in a non-perfect environment and offers a return 
to early production gauging principles of using master parts or 
reference gauges on the production floor eroding traditional 
CMM applications for small production parts. The recently 
introduced closed-loop feedback with CNC machine tools 
moves coordinate metrology in the production machine shop 
firmly into Industry 4.0 territory.

Over past decades the CMM industry has been reduced to 
a few large suppliers with a global reach. The one exception 
is China where a ‘cottage industry’ still exists comprising 
numerous regional CMM suppliers all producing tens to a 
few hundred units a year. All of these Chinese domestic 
manufacturers use probing, measuring scales, and software 
components from Europe and USA with limited product 
differentiation and thus the CMM industry consolidation, 
that occurred throughout Europe and USA in the 1990’s, will 
invariably come to China in coming years. To-date no Chinese 
CMM manufacturer has successfully found a foothold in export 
markets, probably since CMM assembly labour cost is their 
only advantage, which is outperformed by the manufacturing 
efficiency of western suppliers, most of whom also now have 
Chinese manufacturing operations. The recent communication 
from Nikon Metrology announcing their departure from CMM 
manufacturing could be a further indication that the CMM 
industry ‘shake-out’ is not yet complete.

The industrial robot has advantages over the CMM in its 
pay-load capability and continuous motion wrist. To compete in 
the future the more accurate CMM structure will need a heavy-
duty continuous motion wrist to handle the latest generation of 

optical sensors.
No one can argue with CMM accuracy. The CMM can 

still perform and play a significant role in the future if it can 
overcome today’s limitations with respect to carrying the next 
generation of sensors. A heavy-duty continuous motion wrist on 
a 3-axis Cartesian structure will outperform a 6-axis robot for 
accuracy and repeatability and could open the door to allowing 
the advantages of optical sensors to penetrate a much wider 
field of applications.

Computed tomography
Computed tomography is also starting to make inroads 

into the CMM market, particularly for intricate plastic parts 
and complex parts produced using Additive Manufacturing 
techniques albeit at a price-point currently far higher than a 
CMM.

In addition the CMM will continue its role in supporting the 
production of high accuracy parts in small shops, continue 
its audit role, particularly in critical medical and aerospace 
industries, and for sure CMMs are too ingrained in most 
companies to not simply just go away.

In summary the CMM is under threat on many fronts from 
the many emerging new measurement technologies. In order 
to survive it must fight back with more productive seamless 
programming software, higher performance motorised wrists  
and the ability to adapt to new optical sensing technologies.

The CMM, and its future role in manufacturing, is set to 
change. How long it will take and what size the eventual CMM 
market will become is anyone’s guess at this time. The current 
reluctance to discard yesterdays CMMs may mean it stays 
around for another few decades.

For further details visit www.metrologynews.com
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EuroBLECH 2018 – 
The technological showcase 

for the sheet metal working industry

From 23 to 26 October 2018 the international sheet metal 
working industry will meet again for its leading industry 
exhibition EuroBLECH 2018 in Hannover, Germany. A total 

of 1 550 exhibitors from 40 countries will put their innovative 
products and services on display in eight exhibition halls.

As the technological showcase and business barometer 
of the sheet metal working industry, EuroBLECH offers 
its audience a comprehensive overview of the prevailing 
technological trends. For companies in sheet metal working 
looking to find suitable machinery and smart solutions for 
modern production, the exhibition is the key global event. 
Visitors can find an extensive product range, from conventional 
systems through to advanced, high-tech processes and also 
gain an overview of what is available worldwide.

Production processes in sheet metal working have, once 
again, strongly advanced over the past two years. Solutions 
offering more flexibility, higher precision and excellent quality 
are high on the agenda of manufacturing companies. The use 
of automation and robotics in sheet metal working continues 
to grow. Lightweight construction and laser processing are 
continuously creating innovation in the field of sheet metal 
working.

The show profile of the 25th International Sheet Metal 
Working Technology Exhibition represents the entire sheet 
metal working technology chain including sheet metal, semi-
finished and finished products, handling, separation, forming, 
flexible sheet metal working, joining, welding, tube / section 
processing, surface treatment, processing of hybrid structures, 
tools, quality control, CAD/CAM systems, factory equipment 
and R&D.

EuroBLECH 2018 is open from Tuesday, 23 October to 
Friday, 26 October 2018, from 09:00 to 18:00.

Keep informed with social media
EuroBLECH 2018 is present on many social networks 

including Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Foursquare and 
LinkedIn. Follow the social media pages and always keep 
up-to-date with EuroBLECH 2018. The official hashtag for 
Twitter is #euroblech.

Visas for visitors
All visitors travelling on a South African passport need a 

Schengen visa. Since November 2009, the German consulates 
based in South Africa have implemented a new appointment 
system to eliminate applicants standing in queues. Please 
book your appointment 6-8 weeks in advance of your trip to 
avoid unnecessary stress and disappointment. Although a visa 
may currently take five working days, or longer, to process, you 
have to consider obtaining an appointment as well.

Please note that all Schengen visa applicants must appear 
in person in order to fulfill the latest biometric requirements. 
Appointments can be made online at www.visa-germany.co.za or 
TEL: 0861 00 22 45. The appointment incurs a fee as does the 
Schengen visa - please visit the website for the latest prices.

INTERNATIONAL   NEWS
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The following link will refer you to the web link of the 
German consulate closest to you: http://www.visa-germany.
co.za. Once you have made your selection, refer to the visa 
section for the downloadable application form and information 
on all other requirements. 

Besides your passport (must contain at least two empty 
pages), cash to pay for the visa and specific photographs, 
you will require the following documents if you are applying 
for a business visa. Don’t overlook these because you will be 
turned away.
• Document confirming employment situation
• Document reflecting the nature or purpose of the trip
• Documents confirming sufficient funds are available for 

the trip
• Flight-ticket and proof of accommodation
• International medical insurance

Important: Your trade show exhibitor stand confirmation 
or visitor entrance ticket, along with the proof of payment/
invoice, serves as your invitation letter and these documents 
must be submitted along with all other documentation 
required by the consulate.

EuroBLECH 2018 Trade Fair Tours and Metalworking 
News travel package

For details of the Trade Fair Tours and Metalworking 
News tour contact Peter Stephenson on TEL: 083 547 1147 
(between 07:00 and 13:00) or visit www.tradefairtours.com

Technology sectors by hall
EuroBLECH takes place at the world’s largest exhibition 

grounds in Hanover, Germany. The EuroBLECH exhibition 
covers the entire sheet metal working technology chain within 
halls 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 27. The following are 
where you can find the various technologies and the map 
gives you an easy reference:
• Sheet metal, semi-finished and finished products (ferrous/

non-ferrous) - Hall 17
• Handling technology - Halls 17, 27
• Separation technology - Halls 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17
• Forming technology - Hall 27
• Flexible sheet metal working technology - Halls 11, 12, 14, 

15, 16
• Tube / Section working - Halls 11, 14, 15
• Processing of sheet metal / plastic hybrid structures - 

Halls 13, 17, 27
• Machine elements and components - Halls 11, 12, 14, 15, 

16
• Joining and fastening technology - Hall 13
• Surface technology for sheet metal / plate (process-

related) - Hall 13
• Tool technology for sheet metal / plate working - Halls 13, 

17, 27 
• Process control and quality assurance - Halls 11, 12, 14, 

15, 16
• Data processing (hardware and software) - Halls 11, 12 
• Factory and warehouse equipment, safety at work, 

environment protection - Halls 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17
• Services, information and communication - Halls 11, 12, 

13, 16, 17, 27
For further details visit www.euroblech.com
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As is customary the organisers of 
Japan’s machine tool exhibition JIMTOF 
link the exhibition to an appropriate 

theme in the engineering field. The theme 
for JIMTOF2018 will be Connect. Currently, 
the public and private sectors are proactively 
deploying various measures to realise 
“Connected Industries” in which new value 
is created through different kinds of connections. With this in 
mind, JIMTOF2018 will be held under the theme of “Connect” 
and will be providing various initiatives.

With this in mind the organisers are focusing on six main 
features for JIMTOF2018. They include:
• Connecting cutting-edge technology with the visitors - 

Enhance the appeal as an international technology trade 
show

• Connecting the visitors with the exhibitors - Strengthen 
support for business meetings

• Connecting the technology experience with the visitors - 
Attractive joint programmes and special exhibits

• Connecting Japan with the world - Strengthen efforts to 
attract overseas exhibitors and visitors

• Connecting students with the future - Develop projects to 
secure and foster talent

• Connecting people with 
a comfortable space 
- Provide high-quality 
services to visitors

As a global leader in 
machine tool design and 
construction, Japan plays 
a key role in developing 
and promoting new 
metalworking technology. 
The Japan International 
Machine Tool Fair 
(JIMTOF) packs a lot of 
product introductions and 
educational events into 

a compact, intense event at Tokyo’s eye-
catching Big Sight exhibition center.

A specialised machine tools exhibition, 
JIMTOF has been held biennially since 1962 
making JIMTOF 2018 the 29th edition of 
the exhibition. Products on display include 
machine tools (metal cutting and metal-
forming), machine tool accessories, high 

speed steel tools, cemented carbide tools, diamond and CBN 
tools, grinding wheels and abrasives, gears and gear devices, 
oil and water hydraulic and pneumatic machinery, precision 

measuring machines and instruments, optical measuring 
instruments, testing machinery as well as CNC controls and 
related CAD/CAM software.

JIMTOF is known as the exhibition at which the latest 
information of various fields of manufacturing becomes readily 
available. By likening JIMTOF to a tree that keeps growing over 
many months and years, the key visual depicts the fair as 
an ever expanding platform that continues to showcase and 
present to the world the most cutting-edge technology.

As a global leader in machine tool design and 
construction, Japan plays a key role in developing and 
promoting new metalworking technology. The OEMs in this 

field are well-known worldwide. 
Names such as Amada, 
Okuma, Mori Seiki (now DMG 
MORI), Makino, Toyoda, Mazak, 
Hitachi, Citizen, Toshiba, 
Mitutoyo, Mitsubishi, Kawasaki, 
Yaskawa, Kitagawa, Matsuura, 
Fanuc, Nikon and Nakamura 
spring to mind.

Because machine tools 
and related products and 
equipment form the basis 
of all industry, JIMTOF has 
developed into one of the 
world’s foremost machine tool 
exhibitions.

 JIMTOF has historically 

The 29th Japan International  
Machine Tool Fair (JIMTOF) 
to connect exhibitors, visitors  

and technology
The exhibition will be held at the Tokyo Big Sight (Tokyo International Exhibition Center) 

from 1st November to Tuesday, 6th November 2018. 

As an exhibition that introduces state-of-the-art machine tools earlier than any  
other exhibitions in its industry, JIMTOF is recognised on the same level as  

EMO in Europe, IMTS in America, and CIMT in China
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attracted a large amount of attention from Japan and overseas 
due to its status as a mirror that reflects the technological level 
of the industrial nation of Japan.

Reaffirming its role as an embodiment of the tradition of 
machine tool technology in Japan and as a showcase for state-
of-the-art technologies that will reshape the production floors 
of the future, the tradeshow’s organisers are approaching this 
year’s event with renewed vigour to promote the importance of 
manufacturing.

As an exhibition that introduces state-of-the-art machine 
tools earlier than any other exhibitions in its industry, JIMTOF 
is recognised on the same level as EMO in Europe, IMTS in 
America, and CIMT in China. 

JIMTOF 2018 is one of the largest machine tool exhibitions 
in Asia and is organised by the Japan Machine Tool Builders’ 
Association and Tokyo Big Sight Inc. This year it will be held at 
the usual venue - Tokyo Big Sight exhibition grounds - from the 
1st November to 6th November 2018.

On display will be the latest technology and equipment from 
Amada, DMG MORI, Okuma, Kanzaki, Nakamura-Tome, Hamai, 
Mitsui Seiki Kogyo, OKK, Yamazaki, Yasda, JTekt Corporation, 
Makino, Toyoda, Mazak, Hitachi, Citizen, Toshiba, Mitutoyo, 
Mitsubishi, Kawasaki, Yaskawa, Kitagawa, Matsuura, Nikon, 
Sodick, Kitamura, Brother, Citizen, Enshu, Fuji Machines, 
Howa, Ikegai, Koike, Murata, Takisawa, Tsugami and Yasda - all 
machine manufacturers that are Japanese owned.

All the big names in tooling and metrology will have 
stands including Sandvik Coromant, Iscar, TaeguTec, 
Mitsubishi Materials, Hexagon, Kyocera, Tungaloy, 
Walter, Kennametal, Zeiss and Renishaw.

In recent years over 100 000 visitors have attended 
JIMTOF.

838 exhibitors from Japan and around the world 
have confirmed exhibition space for this year’s JIMTOF. 
Compared to JIMTOF 2016 this means that 73 more 
exhibitors are participating. 140 international exhibitors 
will also participate.

What to expect - Rugby World Cup 2019
Research shows that around 80% of exhibitors 

chose JIMTOF to launch new products and technology. 
With Tokyo Big Sight being expanded and retrofitted for 
more purposes, including an international media center 
for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, JIMTOF 2018 will be the 
biggest ever in size.

What to expect at JIMTOF 2018? Planners have 

focused on substantial new exhibition space to allow more 
international exhibitors and thereby giving it an extended 
international and global feel, the currency exchange rates 
make a visit more affordable even for South Africans, and 
more opportunities to sample Japanese culture and cuisine. 
Of course, the main draw again will be the promise of first-
time introductions of technology that point to new directions in 
manufacturing concepts. Japan is definitely not just the land 
of samurai, sushi and the rising sun. It is much, much more. 
Besides if you think about it you can treat this trip as a planning 
exercise for Rugby World Cup 2019, which will be held in Japan.

Organisers
JIMTOF 2018 is organised by the Japan Machine Tool 

Builders' Association (JMTBA) and Tokyo Big Sight Inc. 
Supporting organisations include the Japan Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, the Japan Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, 
Tokyo Metropolitan Government, The Japan Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry and NHK (Nippon Hoso Kyokai: Japan 
Broadcasting Corporation).

JIMTOF is one of the most highly regarded international 
machine tool exhibitions that provides a vast array of new 
technologies as well as conferences talking about the 
innovative products showcased.

For further details visit www.jimtof.org/en
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Chancellor Angela Merkel’s government for the first 
time vetoed a possible Chinese takeover of a German 
company, signalling a toughening stance toward 

investments from the country.
Merkel’s Cabinet voted to block the potential purchase of 

German machine tool manufacturer Leifeld Metal Spinning 
AG by a Chinese investor, the Economy Ministry said in 
Berlin. The government took the precautionary measure 
even though Yantai Taihai Group indicated at the last minute 
that it will withdraw its offer.

The decision follows an Economy Ministry review 
examining possible negative impacts of the sale that 
concluded a purchase would raise national security 
concerns. Leifeld, based in the city of Ahlen in the state of 
North Rhine-Westphalia, is one of the leading producers 
of high-strength metals for the car, space and nuclear 
industries.

“Leifeld produces some really top-notch machinery. 
Germany is well aware of the ‘threat’ posed by the Asian 
country’s goal of becoming the leader in advanced 

manufacturing under the so-called Made in China 2025 
programme,” said Mikko Huotari, deputy director at the 
Mercator Institute for China Studies in Berlin. 

Tighter measures
Germany is joining the US and Canada in taking a 

tougher line on China. Merkel’s government has been at 
the forefront of moves to bring in European Union-wide 
screening of outside investments after being the target 
of Chinese acquisitions in recent years. Policy makers 
are acting out of concern that China is seeking access to 
sensitive technology or wants to boost its global influence 
by acquiring key infrastructure including ports and electricity 
networks.

Since Germany tightened its measures blocking 
unwanted takeovers in July 2017, more than 80 deals have 
been probed, with more than a third of those involving 
Chinese investors directly or indirectly, an Economy Ministry 
spokeswoman said. The government hasn’t used the law to 
block an investment since it was established in 2004.

As part of the tougher approach, Merkel’s government 
swooped to nab a stake in one of the country’s largest 
power-grid operators, thwarting an attempt by a Chinese 

firm to buy the holding. The Economy Ministry is also looking 
at further tightening rules on foreign investments in the 
country from outside the EU.

Blocked purchases
In May, Canada blocked a proposed takeover of 

construction firm Aecon Group Inc. by a unit of China 
Communications Construction Co., while the US House of 
Representatives in July voted to expand reviews of foreign 
investment in sensitive industries. Chinese investment in 
US technology companies would probably become more 
difficult and time-consuming under the legislation, with an 
increased risk of being blocked by a US government panel 
that examines national security risks.

The German Economy Ministry is looking at lowering the 
threshold for examining a foreign takeover to purchases of 
stakes of less than 25%. The country’s domestic intelligence 
service said in July that Chinese acquisitions of high-tech 
companies in Germany represent a potential national-
security threat.

The German government already last year tightened 
rules for foreign investors after a public backlash over high-
profile acquisitions by Chinese corporations such as the 
Midea Group Co’s purchase of robot manufacturer Kuka AG 
in 2016. A Chinese takeover of semiconductor-equipment 
manufacturer Aixtron SE failed due to US opposition.

German concerns
The depth of German concern is evident in the 

government taking action to stop the sale of a relatively 
small business. Leifeld, owned by the holding company of 
a former German media executive, had 33 million euros 
(US$39 million) in revenue and 5.2 million euros in earnings 
before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation in 
2016, the latest available data on Germany’s federal gazette 
reported. That year, it received 13.3 million euros of new 
orders from China.

State-owned investment bank KfW announced plans to 
temporarily acquire a 20% holding in 50Hertz Transmission 
GmbH. KfW will buy the stake, valued at about 770 million 
euros, from Belgium’s Elia System Operator SA/NV. State 
Grid Corp. of China had previously been in talks to purchase 
the holding.

Germany blocks China deal  
to buy machine tool manufacturer

Germany is joining the US and Canada in taking a tougher  
line on Chinese acquisitions.

The German Economy Ministry is looking at lowering the threshold for examining  
a foreign takeover to purchases of stakes of less than 25%. The country’s domestic 

intelligence service said in July that Chinese acquisitions of high-tech companies  
in Germany represent a potential national-security ‘threat’
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With a small but mighty bracket, 
BMW raises the roof on 3D printing

The first 3D printed metal component in automotive mass production 
gets its moment in the spotlight.

The Altair Enlighten Awards, which honour advances in 
lightweighting technology, are the automotive industry’s 
equivalent of The Biggest Loser. The winner in the 

Full Vehicle category was General Motors’ 2019 Chevrolet 
Silverado, which weighed in at an impressive 450 pounds 
(204.5 kilograms) lighter than its predecessor. BMW Group 
claimed the Module category with the first 3D printed metal 
component used in a production series vehicle, which 
captured a 44% component weight savings on the 2018 BMW 
i8 Roadster. Asahi Kasei Corporation’s Super Lightweight 
Pedal Bracket for the Mazda MX-5, Sika Automotive’s Ultra 
Lightweight Constrained Layer Material System, and United 
States Steel Corporation’s Martensitic Advanced High 
Strength Steel, Mart-TenTM1500 took the top honours in the 
Enabling Technology category. The award for the new Future 
of Lightweighting category, chosen by MBS attendees, went 
to American Axle & Manufacturing, Inc. (AAM) for its Quantum 
Driveline Architecture programme.

But the real stunner that day was a roof bracket, small 
enough to fit in the pocket of Maximilian Meixlsperger, the 
head of metal additive manufacturing at BMW who designed 
it. Meixlsperger showed the silver bauble to whomever 
asked during his short window of time in Traverse City, 
Michigan, before he caught the next plane to Europe. (The 
awards, sponsored by the company that designs much of 
the engineering software for lightweighting, were part of 
the Center for Automotive Research’s annual Management 
Briefing Seminars, a summertime reunion for auto executives 
from around the world.) 

Meixlsperger’s proud-papa vibe was understandable: He 
had spent 10 years, off and on, tinkering with the design, 
before 3D printing technology finally caught up with his 

ambitions, and in three months’ time, production ramped up 
and the part was produced for the 2018 BMW i8 Roadster. 

The roof bracket - the mechanism that makes the soft 
top on the Roadster rise and lower, fold and unfold, quickly 
in a zigzag configuration - is the first 3D printed metal 
component that has been successfully mass-produced, albeit 
in low volumes. It is also 44% lighter than the conventionally 
manufactured roof bracket for the previous Roadster model.

“When the judges looked at this part, we said, ‘this is the 
tip of the iceberg for manufacturing,’” said Richard Yen, Altair 
senior vice president for global automotive and industry and 
one of a team of judges for the award across industry, from 
Japan, China, the US, Germany and the UK.

The part needed to lift, push and pull the weight of 
the roof, requiring a complex sculptural structure that was 
impossible to cast. Using topology optimisation software in 
this type of challenge, engineers and designers can input 
specs like the weight of the load they need to move and the 
space they have, and the software will generate a “load path” 
- a design that distributes the load to minimise the amount of 
material required in the part.

Often, the load path is just a good idea on a screen 
that cannot be efficiently translated into an object. More 
complicated designs require extra support during the 3D 
printing process to maintain structural integrity. That support 
takes up additional space and adds steps to the production 
process, such as removing the support with another 
machine, plus additional refinishing and polishing. This made 
production too costly and lengthy to be feasible.

“What BMW did is get this done without support. Now they 
can print one batch at a time for mass production. They can 
print more than 600 of these brackets in one batch,” said Yen.
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Mitsubishi acquires ASTES4 – 
a mechanical design and automation 

software developer
Mitsubishi Laser Profiling Systems to benefit from patented automation solution,  

following Swiss company acquisition.

Japan’s Mitsubishi Electric Corporation is to acquire 
ASTES4 SA, a Swiss company engaged in development, 
production and sales of patented automated sorting 

solutions for sheet metal laser processing machines.
Operating as a wholly-owned subsidiary, Mitsubishi 

Electric will offer integrated solutions globally that 
incorporate Mitsubishi’s laser profiling machinery and 
ASTES4’s automated sorting systems, A4SORT. By doing this, 
the company aims to further expand its worldwide business.

A4SORT consists of four grippers mounted on a 
mechanical double gantry structure. One pair of grippers 
is mounted on each gantry. A4SORT is fitted with software 
capable of controlling and making most effective use of its 
four grippers, the tool magazine and all system functions. 
The system can handle plate thicknesses up to 20mm in 
sheet sizes of 8m length.

This mechanical solution, comparable to a sort of 
cartesian robot with four self-configuring gripping units 

(suction or magnetic), enables the system to adapt to the 
available space and the application requirements; the 
selection of tool (or tools) for the item’s pick-up point and 
placing point in the storage area is fully automated, with the 
option to modify them, according to specific manufacturing 
requirements, using simple management HMIs.

A4SORT manages scrap. The cut items are completely 
separated from the waste (cut without micro-joints) and 
the whole scrap frame is unloaded with comb forks or, 
adequately split up, unloaded into a crate in pieces. 
Materials intended for recycling can be separated by type 
automatically. 

The gripping tools are simple and provide the operational 
flexibility required to unload and easily stack the widest 
range of items, solving the greatest limitation of common 
automation systems. Depending on the size of the items and 
the speed of the work flow, the system chooses how many of 
the four grippers to use.

The ASTES4 sorting system attached to a laser. The A4SORT consists of four grippers mounted on a mechanical double gantry structure



Schuler acquires Italian  
press manufacturer Farina Presse

Schuler has announced that the company has acquired 
Farina Presse, the Italian manufacturer of presses and 
forging lines. With its acquisition of the engineering 

specialist based in Suello, northern Italy, the Schuler Group 
has rounded out its own product portfolio in the field of forging 
and single-stroke presses. Farina Presse will gain access 
to Schuler’s global distribution network for its products and 
continue to operate under its own brand name. 

“By acquiring Farina Presse, we have taken a further 
successful step in our product strategy of strengthening 
Schuler’s market position in the mid-range price and 
performance segment,” says Schuler CEO Domenico Iacovelli. 

“Farina Presse already supplies interesting customer 
groups in Europe and, together with Schuler, will also serve 
customers in Asia and North America in the future.”

“Becoming a member of the Schuler Group offers Farina 
Presse a unique growth perspective as it will give us access to 
new international markets. In return, Schuler will benefit from 
the flexibility and favorable cost structures of a small forging 
line specialist like Farina Presse,” said Paolo Civardi, General 
Partner of Farina Presse.

In 2017, Farina Presse generated sales of around 21 
million euro with just over 40 employees. The company 
mostly supplies customers in Italy, Spain and Germany at 

present and is particularly successful in the automotive 
industry. With press forces of between 750 and 8 000 metric 
tons, the machines produced by Farina Presse cover a wide 
performance spectrum.

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za
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Order intake, sales revenues, earnings and free cash flow 
recorded double-digit rates of growth. Order intake rose 
by 14% to €1,577.1 million (previous year: €1,384.2 

million). Sales revenues increased by 10% to €1,215.1 million 
(previous year: €1,108.0 million) - export share was 68% 
(previous year: 69%). Earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) 
amounted to €93.0 million (+20%; previous year: €77.6 
million). Free cash flow improved by €90.9 million to €67.2 
million (previous year: -€3.7 million).

Chairman of the Executive Board Christian Thönes said: 
“DMG Mori continues to develop positively – technologically, 
structurally and culturally. We continue our profitable growth 
and consistently strengthen our integrated automation and 
digitisation solutions.”

As at 30 June 2018, the order backlog amounted to 
€1,658.5 million (31 Dec. 2017: €1,309.1 million). The 
high order backlog and the very high capacity utilisation 
at the production plants are causing longer delivery times 
at present. The company says it is “counteracting this 
development with stronger flexibility measures and our sound 
business relationships with our partners and suppliers”.

On 30 June 2018, the group had 7 310 employees  
(31 December 2017: 7 101), of whom 343 were trainees.  
The rise in employee numbers occurred in particular in 
service-side employees, both nationally and internationally. At 

the end of the first half year, 4 309 employees (59%) worked 
in its domestic companies and 3 001 employees (41%) for 
international companies.

Expenditure on research and development in the first 
half year amounted to € 28.2 million (previous year: €25.3 
million). In financial year 2018, the company will present a 
total of 11 world premieres, together with its Japanese side, 
DMG Mori Company Ltd - seven have already been revealed.

The global economy and the worldwide market 
for machine tools are expected to continue to grow in 
2018, although with less dynamism, due to geo-political 
uncertainties. In its April forecast, the German Association 
of Machine Tool Builders (VDW) and the British economic 
research institute, Oxford Economics said growth in global 
consumption of 5.9% to €75.2 billion was expected, despite 
the looming slowdown in the global economy.

The next forecast of the VDW and Oxford Economics will 
be published in October. In DMG Mori’s view, that 5.9% for 
2018 is conservative. So, the company says it still plans 
to achieve order intake of about €2.7 billion, after having 
already raised its forecast in the first quarter. So, for sales 
revenues, the company is expecting about €2.55 billion 
(previously about €2.45 billion).

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

DMG MORI AG reveals record  
first-half figures, promises more  

world premieres this year
DMG Mori AG, the German side of the Japanese-German machine tool giant DMG Mori,  

has achieved record figures, delivering the best first half-year results 
in the company’s history.

Chairman of the Executive Board Christian Thönes



Commercial airliners haven’t broken the sound barrier 
since the Concorde was retired in 2003. But now some 
aerospace firms hope to usher in a new era of supersonic 

air travel. Boom Supersonic, for one, plans to build 2 335km/h 
(1 451mph) planes that would be able to make the trip from 
New York to London in 3 hours and 15 minutes starting in 
2023.

Other firms aren’t content with supersonic flight. They’re 
designing so-called hypersonic aircraft capable of flying five 
times the speed of sound, or around 5 969km/h (3 700mph). 
These ultra-fast planes would likely first be used by the 
military for strike and reconnaissance missions. But experts 
say hypersonic technology could make its way into commercial 
jets. It would then be possible to fly anywhere on Earth in 
under three hours.

Boeing has provided a glimpse of the future with the 
release of an image of its hypersonic passenger plane concept 
at the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
conference held in Atlanta, US. The concept image depicts 
a civilian aircraft capable of travelling at over five times the 
speed of sound is intended to give the public some idea of 
what air travel could be like 20 or 30 years from now.

At the moment, hypersonic air travel is still in its infancy, 
with its only current examples being spacecraft leaving or 
returning to Earth, or experimental airframes for civilian or 
military research. However, it is a technology that shows 
significant promise and Boeing is interested not only in 
developing the basic mechanics of hypersonic aircraft, but also 

in exploring possible applications.
According to Boeing, the passenger aircraft concept could 

have commercial or military uses, but is just one of many 
concepts covering a wide range of applications the company 
is exploring for aircraft capable of speeds of Mach 5 (3 223 
knots, 3 709mph, 5 969km/h) and above. No details about 
the concept were released, but it does show a passenger craft 
capable of carrying about 32 passengers plus crew, judging by 
the number of windows.

The hull is extremely streamlined with a needle nose 
similar to that of the supersonic Concorde, a fuselage that 
is apparently shaped to minimise the dreaded sonic boom, 
as well as an advanced delta wing configuration. In addition, 
the length of the aft section suggests that it may be fueled by 
cryogenic hydrogen.

All of this is pure prognostication, but it isn’t necessarily a 
flight of fancy. Civilian aircraft very often make technological 
advances years ahead of the military. The Concorde, for 
example, was cruising at supersonic speeds for many hours 
at a time when most military craft could only sprint above the 
speed of sound for a few minutes.

“We’re excited about the potential of hypersonic technology 
to connect the world faster than ever before,” says Kevin 
Bowcutt, senior technical fellow and chief scientist of 
hypersonics. “Boeing is building upon a foundation of six 
decades of work designing, developing and flying experimental 
hypersonic vehicles, which makes us the right company to lead 
the effort in bringing this technology to market in the future.”

Boeing hypersonic future:  
Teases with passenger jet concept
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The new owner structure comprises a 
strategically aligned pool of investors 
organised by the Swiss BZ Bank 

Aktiengesellschaft. The sale of the Group by 
the Körber technology group was completed 
at the end of June, following approval by the 
responsible supervisory authorities.

The United Grinding Group has three 
product technology groups that support 
eight brands of grinding machines. The 
cylindrical grinding product technology group 
represents Studer, Schaudt and Mikrosa. 
Its surface and profile grinding product 
technology group represents Magerle, Blohm 
and Jung and the tool grinding product 
technology group represents Walter and 
Ewag.

The group employs around 2 400 employees and has more 
than 20 production, service and sales locations worldwide as 
well as agencies through third parties.

The Group says it has experienced positive development 
in recent years and has been able to further expand its strong 
position in the machine tool market. Investments in innovative 
solutions, modern production technologies, the Group’s 
international locations and consistent focus on customer 
benefit, have all contributed to this positive development. 
The new owners want to systematically continue this success 
with United Grinding and the course previously pursued so 
successfully.

“BZ Bank is delighted to be able to offer its customers the 
opportunity to invest in a high-yielding international industry 

group, which is one of the leading providers in the relevant 
markets. For our long-term oriented investors, the ongoing 
positive development of the Group is of crucial importance. 
Further strengthening the Group’s solid foundation is therefore 
of great interest,” says Martin Ebner, CEO of the BZ Bank 
Aktiengesellschaft. 

“Our aim is to remain one of the market leaders, based 
on our broad and unique product portfolio. We also want 
to shape further developments in our customer industries 
actively. Together with our new owners, we will continue 
our international course of expansion and invest even more 
intensively in technological and digital innovations in our 
products and services portfolio,” said Stephan Nell, CEO of the 
United Grinding Group.

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

BZ Bank Aktiengesellschaft 
acquires the United Grinding Group 

and has a new owner
Holding company Körber AG sells off group that includes Studer,  

Schaudt, Mikrosa, Magerle, Blohm, Walter and Ewag.

Colchester Machine Tool Solutions is a division of 600 
Group Plc and is the home to leading machine tool brand 
names Colchester lathes, Harrison lathes, Pratt Burnerd 

chucks and Clausing machine tools.
The company 600 UK (Heckmondwike, United Kingdom) 

has rebranded as Colchester Machine Tool Solutions. The 
rebranding coincided with Mach 2018 in April 2018, which 
was held in Birmingham, United Kingdom. 

Colchester is an international brand, a fact that the 
company says will provide opportunities to grow the business 
and its reputation for providing high-quality machine tool 
solutions and services.

The company will continue to promote its existing branded 
product portfolio, including:
• Colchester/Harrison manual, CNC combination and slant 

bed CNC turning centers
• Clausing workshop machine tools and MillPWR CNC mills
• Pratt Burnerd International workholding solutions
• Gamet Bearings precision machine tool bearings

The company will be updating the branding on its 
products, services, stationery and online platforms to 
incorporate these changes.

For more information contact F & H Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 397 4050 or visit www.fhmt.co.za

600 UK rebrands as  
Colchester Machine Tool Solutions



Yamazaki Mazak to open  
new machine tool museum 

in its 100th anniversary of its founding

Yamazaki Mazak is set to open its own 
historic Machine Tool Museum on the 100th 

anniversary of its founding.
The new museum, which will open in 

Autumn 2019, is located in Minokamo-city, 
Japan, in the newly renovated underground 
factory of Yamazaki Mazak Optonics 
Corporation, currently home to the company’s 
laser manufacturing operations.

The interactive museum will give visitors 
the opportunity to see, touch and learn about 
machine tools and their history. The overall 
aim of the new facility is to celebrate the 
history of machining and also educate the next 
generation of engineers.

The museum will exhibit traditional machine 
tools in operation, as well as showcase the many products 
machined on them, including a steam train, cars and aircraft.

In addition, the museum will also be equipped with a 
flexible manufacturing system area, where the latest machine 
tools, with integrated Internet of Things capability, will be 

displayed. This will give visitors an insight into machine 
development, from the earliest single axis lathes through to 
the most modern multi-axis machining centers.

For more information contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za
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Fanuc to boost output  
of robots and EDM machines by  

year-end with new Japanese facilities

By the end of this year, Fanuc will have expanded 
existing Japanese facilities and built a new factory 
there to boost the production of its robots and 

Robocut EDM units, as well as its Roboshot injection 
moulding machines.

By the end of September, a new factory is anticipated 
as having been completed that will have capacity to 
produce 1 000 robots and 50 more wire-cut EDM 
machines. And by the end of November, the global factory 
automation giant expects to have enlarged an existing 
facility, boosting its annual production of Robocut EDM 
machines by 50, adding to the facility’s existing 100 unit/
year capability.

The new factory will be a 23 000m² single-storey 
building, while the expanded facility will see a 6 000m² two-
storey building, adding to the existing 7 000m² one. Together, 
the two investments total ¥8.3 billion (£56.3 million).

Payback time on one of Fanuc’s robot systems is generally 
between 12 to18 months, so most companies can afford 
this kind of financial outlay. What they can’t afford to do is 
buy outdated, bespoke machinery, which is limited to only 
one type of role. One benefit of using a robot is that if the 
product type changes, the consumer simply re-tools and 
re-programmes the robot - it’s as easy as that, says Fanuc.

Fanuc manufactures the equipment and the systems, so 
they can ensure their customers have exactly the right robot 
for the right role. Fanuc’s robots are used to load components 
to a PCB, all the way up to lifting an aero-engine. Anyone 
attending Fanuc’s production facilities in Japan will see that 
Fanuc are one of the biggest users of robots because they 
have robots building robots. By the end of this year, Fanuc say 
they will be building 10 000 robots a month.

For further information contact Fanuc South Africa on  
TEL: 011 392 3610 or visit www.fanucsa.co.za

Hexagon AB has announced 
the acquisition of Spring 
Technologies, a provider of 

machine tool simulation, toolpath 
verification and optimisation, 
and machine tool management 
software.

Spring Technologies’ 
flagship portfolio, NCSimul, 
is a comprehensive suite of 
integrated solutions providing 
native CNC code programming, 
CNC simulation, cutting and 
tool libraries, CNC programme 
management, real-time machine 
monitoring and technical content 
publication.

“Manufacturing must be ‘smart’ if it’s to 
produce the next generation of products at reduced 
costs. The acquisition of Spring Technologies further 
strengthens our Autonomous Connected Ecosystem 
(ACE) strategy, which will ultimately enable the smart 

factory. Machining simulation is essential to 
connecting the physical world 

with the digital and achieving 
autonomy – both of which 
are prerequisites to delivering 
smart factory solutions,” says 
Ola Rollén, Hexagon president 
and CEO.

Headquartered in France, 
with offices in the US, Germany 
and China, Spring Technologies 
employs around 100 people. 
The company will operate 
within Hexagon’s Manufacturing 
Intelligence division as part 

of the CADCAM and production 
software business currently led by the Vero 

Software brand.
For further details contact Stillam CNC 

Programming Solutions on TEL: 011 663 2600 or visit  
www.stillam.com

Hexagon acquires  
Spring Technologies, manufacturers of machine 

tool simulation and verification software



In order to truly 
showcase the 
new age of digital 

manufacturing, 
Heidenhain, an 
international leader 
in motion control 
components/systems, 
will use its control 
systems during the 
September IMTS 
2018 to connect 
equipment from many 
machine tool builders 
throughout the 
massive exhibition at 
Chicago’s McCormick 
Place back to the 
Heidenhain booth. 
The list of connected 
manufacturers is to be 
announced closer to 
show time.

“Connecting 
Systems for Intelligent 
Production” has been 
Heidenhain’s motto 
at many trade shows 
over the past year as the manufacturing trend of digitisation 
and networking have become the goal for many in order to 
increase competitiveness. To this end, Heidenhain offers 
Connected Machining, a package of components and systems 
to support end users introducing digital order management in 
their production processes.

At IMTS 2018, this will be demonstrated by Heidenhain 
in a live presentation at its Connected Machining booth area, 

including the use of 
a TNC 640 control 
on a high precision 
5-axis machine 
tool. Heidenhain’s 
new StateMonitor 
software focuses 
on the evaluation 
of machine data 
that was acquired 
during the operation 
of machine tools 
by the Heidenhain 
TNC or other CNC 
controls with the 
MTConnect protocol 
interface. This can 
also be monitored 
online utilising mobile 
devices via a secure 
IT structure.

At the show, it 
will be shown that 
the use of these 
systems results in 
concrete solutions 
for analysing and 
reducing downtimes 

so that end users can significantly increase competitiveness. 
Heidenhain will put special emphasis on metal removal rates, 
productivity and accuracy while supporting the machine 
operator through full access to manufacturing IT.  Five-axis 
application engineers will be on site explaining the new TNC 
features and cutting a high precision 5-axis part. 

For more information contact Mafema Sales Services on 
TEL: 314 4416 or visit www.heidenhainsa.co.za

Heidenhain to digitally connect 
machines throughout IMTS 2018

Trumpf acquires  
Teufel Solutions AG

Acquisition complements portfolio for digitally connected manufacturing.

Trumpf has acquired a full stake in Teufel Solutions AG 
effective August 1, 2018. Founded in 2002 as an SAP 
systems company based in Bottighofen, Switzerland, 

Teufel Solutions is a development partner for the Trumpf 
TruTops Fab software. This manufacturing control system can 
be used to oversee the entire sheet metal production process, 
as well as monitor and manage all machine jobs. The system 
is modular in design and allows users to implement functions 
step by step.

“By acquiring Teufel Solutions AG, Trumpf is 
strengthening its portfolio in all aspects of digitally connected 

manufacturing. Trumpf stresses its significance and believes 
in connected manufacturing. The takeover of Teufel Solutions 
is a firm sign that we continue to pursue our digital ambitions. 
Teufel Solutions has specialist expertise in TruTops Fab and 
TruConnect, and this is the perfect complement to Trumpf’s 
existing Industry 4.0 activities,” said Trumpf Chief Digital 
Officer Mathias Kammüller.

The takeover will be closed by end of the year 2018. The 
parties have agreed not to disclose the purchase price.

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za
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Designed for 
automated 
small- to 

medium-size 
part-processing 
operations, the new 
Variaxis i-300 AWC 
excels in machining 
aluminium and other 
non-ferrous metals 
for a wide variety of 
industries, including 
medical, aerospace, 
and automotive.

The machine 
comes standard 
with a multiple drum 
tool storage system 
that holds up to 145 
tools, while the AWC 
with 32 positions 
accommodates 
workpieces up 
to 350mm in 
diameter, 315mm 
high and weighing 
up to 61.2kg. This 
combination of 
ample tool and 
workpiece storage 
capacities allows 
even the busiest shops to achieve continuous unmanned 
operation and single-setup, Done In One processing. As 
production needs increase, shops can expand the AWC and 
tool storage capacities to 40 workpieces and 505 tools 
(in increments of 60 tools), respectively. Despite this large 
capacity, the machine has a significantly smaller footprint 
thanks to its stacking 30-tool drum magazines.

In addition to its new features, the Variaxis i-300 AWC 
builds upon the existing success of the Variaxis Series. 
Its standard 12 000rpm spindle is available in speeds up 
to 30 000rpm, and its integral spindle/motor design and 
temperature-controlled coolant enable vibration-free, high-
speed operation. The machine’s trunnion-style rotary table 
guarantees high rigidity and accuracy in the A and C axes, 
while its compact spindle cartridge, cam-driven tool changer, 

ballscrew core cooling and MX Hybrid Roller Guide System all 
contribute to operator ease of use and machining precision.

The Variaxis i-300 AWC features Mazak’s Mazatrol 
SmoothX CNC control. Its software solutions include the 
Smooth Energy Dashboard to help shops meet sustainability 
goals, Smooth Thermal Shield and Mazacheck to calibrate 
temperature and axes alignment respectively, and multi-touch 
capacitive screens for searching through and modifying cutting 
programmes. The latest addition to the Smooth Technology 
suite is Smooth AWC, which keeps track of present and future 
tool resources, both at the machine and, with the addition of 
an optional interface, at an external PC, which allows for truly 
continuous unmanned operation.

For more information contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

Mazak’s versatile variaxis  
i-300 simultaneous 5-axis 
vertical machining center

Mazak’s versatile variaxis i-300 simultaneous 5-axis vertical machining center 
is now even more flexible and efficient with the addition 

of a high-capacity Auto Work Changer (AWC). 

PRODUCT   REVIEW
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Available for the company’s ENSIS and LCG (4 
kW+) range of fiber laser cutting machines, these 
breakthrough innovations ensure superior quality in 

comparison to standard fiber lasers, allowing customers to 
enter new markets and win new orders.

For fiber lasers, it is well documented that quality dips 
below that of CO2 lasers when working on thicker sheets 
with certain materials. Silky Cut has been developed to offer 
CO2-quality stainless steel processing up to 15mm thick 
using fiber laser technology, while Gas Mixer is designed for 
CO2-quality processing of aluminium when using fiber laser 
technology.

Silky Cut is a combination of Amada’s own fiber laser 
source, new cutting head design and optimisation of the 
beam path optics, as well as advanced understanding of gas-
flow dynamics and beam-shaping techniques. Customers can 
now process mid-to-thick stainless steel with the confidence 
that it will meet the highest standards. In addition, users 
processing thicker materials can now enjoy the reduction 
in energy consumption associated with fiber laser cutting, 
which is typically 70% less than an equivalent CO2 laser. 
Sectors set to benefit include oil and gas applications and 
food industry equipment.

For aluminium cutting, although near dross-free 
aluminium fiber laser profiling can be achieved using oxygen 
as the cutting gas, because of the inability to weld after 
oxygen cutting, this solution is rarely applicable. As a result, 
most opt for nitrogen when cutting aluminium, which is fast 
but exhibits quality that is less than satisfactory in some 
instances.

Using the Gas Mixer system, gases are mixed to a proven 

ratio that allows the perfect combination of improved cut 
quality and post-cutting weldability. Subsequently, users 
have the potential to eliminate secondary operations and 
reduce welding defects in comparison with oxygen-cut parts. 
Manufacturers working in the automotive, aerospace and 
general subcontract markets will be among those to benefit 
most.

Along with Silky Cut and Gas Mixer, customers choosing 
ENSIS machines will enjoy the additional advantage of 
original variable beam control technology. ENSIS technology 
allows high speed processing of thin materials, high quality 
processing of thick mild steel with negligible taper, and high 
speed piercing of thick mild steel. Moreover, the 3 kW ENSIS 
fiber laser can process the same thickness mild steel (25 
mm) as a standard 6 kW fiber laser, with half the power. The 
upshot is lower cost-per-part, lower energy bills and greater 
profit margins. The ENSIS machine has proved particularly 
popular among sub-contractors, who demand flexibility with 
reduced process costs.

In summary, while many manufacturers are switching 
to fiber laser technology to increase profit through faster 
processing and reduced energy consumption on thin parts, 
quality can be compromised at the thicker end of the 
material spectrum. With this in mind, any fabrication or 
profiling shops faced with processing both thin and thick 
materials should opt for Silky Cut and Gas Mixer to enjoy 
benefits across the board. There will no longer be any need 
to retain a CO2 laser cutting machine, or compromise on 
quality.

For further details contact Amada Johannesburg on  
TEL: 011 453 5459 or visit www.amada.co.jp

Amada unveils Silky Cut Fiber  
and Gas Mixer

Amada has unveiled two advanced technologies to boost laser cut quality.

Customers can now process mid-to-thick stainless steel 
with the confidence that it will meet the highest standards



This new generation Puma is the direct result of input 
from the automotive industry for a turning center that 
cuts the maximum amount of time from high volume 

production runs. The new machine is a complete upgrade of 
the previous model with features that give it a larger working 
range in addition to making it faster and more convenient to 
use. 

Idle time has been minimised by reducing 
the gantry loader handling time during both 
the loading and unloading cycle. The Y-axis 
rapid traverse rate is 34% faster than the 
previous model and faster than the nearest 
competitor. The gantry loader cycle time is 
28% shorter. The built-in Doosan Loader 
Guidance software also provides easy 
and convenient gantry loader operation 
and machine maintenance.

The new Puma comes standard 
with a high-power spindle which 
generates a maximum 19 kW and 
603Nm of torque. The spindle 
length of 513mm is 6% shorter 
than the previous model to 
reduce vibration and noise. This 
translates to better machining 
surface, longer tool life and the 
improvement of working conditions. 
The bearing size of 110mm is 10% 
bigger than the previous model 
to enhance spindle rigidity and 
improve heavy duty machining 

capability.
The maximum standard workpiece size for the new Puma 

model is 120mm by 200mm with a maximum weight of 6kg. 
The large 10-station turret has a maximum turning diameter 
of 360mm for rigidity and a bigger working area. A new 
servo turret mechanism reduces the chance of mechanical 
error and shortens mechanical response time for high speed 
indexing, which dramatically improves customer productivity. 

“Every second counts when producing high volumes of 
small parts,” said a Doosan spokesperson. 

For further details contact Puma Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.pumamachinetools.co.za

The Doosan Puma TW 2600/M-GL, a high productivity,  
240mm class, a high speed gantry loader.
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Sandvik’s new ceramic grades aid high-
speed turning in demanding HRSA materials

Cutting tool and tooling system specialist Sandvik 
Coromant is introducing two new ceramic insert grades 
that are capable of performing high-speed, high-

security turning operations on components made from 
demanding HRSA (heat resistant super alloy) 
materials. The CC6220 and CC6230 ceramic 
grades have been developed to machine 
demanding materials where whisker ceramics 
and SiAlONs fall short. Their ability to handle 
higher cutting speeds contributes to reduced 
cost per component, while inherent machining 
security ensures that quality is not compromised 
to help manufacturers produce high quality 
parts, time after time.

 There is growing demand for aerospace engine 
parts that can withstand extreme temperatures 
beyond the capability of those made from 
Inconel and other high-performance super 
alloys. Although these powder metallurgic 
materials can be tailored to handle 
substantially higher temperatures, they are 
more difficult to machine than common HRSAs.

 “CC6220 and CC6230 excel when 
turning demanding materials in intermediate 
stage machining,” says Rolf Olofsson, Product 
Manager turning at Sandvik Coromant. “They 
take productivity to a new level in comparison with 
whisker ceramics and SiAlONs, in terms of both cutting 
speeds and feeds. Moreover, repeatable quality is assured.”

 Along with productivity improvements of more than 50% 
over whisker ceramics and SiAlONs, CC6220 and CC6230 

offer long tool life in challenging HRSAs, and thereby lower cost 
per part.

 One of the most common applications to benefit is 
expected to be the turning of turbine discs. In a 

customer example machining a low-pressure 
turbine (LPT) disc made from Rene material 
(42-45 HRc) as part of the intermediate stage 
machining process, a CC6220 RPGX insert was 
deployed to perform pocketing and CC6230 
RPGX inserts for rough-turning operation at 
cutting speeds as high as 400 m/min (1380 

sfm). The process achieved a metal removal rate 
(MRR) of 80 cm3/min (5 inch3/min).

 Similar success was achieved for a subsequent 
semi-finishing operation at lower cutting speed and 

long time in cut. Importantly, all of the specified 
quality requirements were attained on a 

repeatable basis thanks to the process security 
provided by the new grade.

 Aside from the aerospace industry, other 
sectors expected to benefit from CC6220 and 
CC6230 include power generation (turbine 

components in Inconel and Hastelloy), and 
oil and gas (parts cladded with Stellite 6, for 

example).
For more information please visit: www.sandvik.

coromant.com/en-gb/industrysolutions/aerospace/hrsa
For further details contact Sandvik Coromant  

on TEL: 0860 101 008 or Mary-Ann Haylett on  
TEL: 011 570 9615, or email: mary-ann.haylett@sandvik.com  
or visit www.sandvik.coromant.com

OSG’s Phoenix PXD
  

Exchangeable head drill series for efficient, precise hole processing.

OSG’s Phoenix PXD is an exchangeable head drill series 
designed for efficient, precise holemaking. It is ideal for 
3XD and 5XD holes in carbon and alloy steel, cast iron, 

and non-ferrous materials.
 The Phoenix PXD exchangeable head drill with internal 

coolant for high efficiency large-diameter and stable drilling 
at high speeds, offers a lower cost than larger diameter 
carbide drills. It is suitable for applications requiring high 
precision and the same level of efficiency as carbide drills, 
such as the drilling of large diameter holes or tap drill holes 
for thread-rolling.

 OSG says the Phoenix PXD achieves a longer tool life 
than HSS drills and indexable drills. The exchangeable 
heads can be attached and detached easily yet securely 
without the use of screws and are based on the work 
material. A single cutter body is applicable for multiple 
drilling diameters.

 With OSG’s proprietary mounting system, the 
exchangeable head can be securely mounted without the 
use of screws. The easy attachment and removal system 
eliminates the screw problems normally associated with this 
type of tool.

 Outer diameter relief grinding prevents the curling of 
chips during drilling and polished flutes enable smooth chip 
evacuation. 

OSG’s proprietary WDI® coating, engineered exclusively 
for the PXD exchangeable head series (PC and KC), prevents 
margin wear thereby enabling high speed drilling and 
prolonging tool life.

The series comes in three forms - PC for mild steel and 
low to medium carbon steel, KC for cast iron and ductile 
cast iron and NC for non-ferrous metals.

 For further details contact Somta Tools on  
TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit www.somta.co.za



As the need for machining smaller volume work pieces 
made from cast iron and steel has grown, so has the 
need for smaller size tools that can enhance productivity 

and reduce operating cost.
The Chase2Hepta 6mm size inserts and cutters are 

available to meet the challenges posed by technical trends in 
forging and casting technologies, which is demanding higher 
productivity and economical tools that can handle lower depth 
of cut conditions. 

Like the name suggests, the Chase2Hepta line is 
renowned for offering 14 corners on one insert. On top of 
this, the double-sided and highly effective 45 degrees entry 
angle is the ideal solution for high performance on cast iron 
and steel machining. Its positive cutting edge geometry lowers 
cutting loads during rough machining making it an efficient 
and smooth set of tools. 

In order to cover a wider range of machining applications, 
the dual usage of TaeguTec’s Chase2Hepta 6mm inserts are 
a screw type cutter for primarily steel machining and a wedge 
type cutter for cast iron machining. The new line of mini 
cutters comes in three geometries – the M, MM and ML.

The M geometry 6mm Chase2Hepta line is used for 

roughing applications of steel and 
cast iron work pieces and its smooth 

machining with good tool life is due to its 
reinforced, positive rake angle. 

For general cast iron machining 
applications, the optimised cutting edges of TaeguTec’s MM 
geometry chip breakers on the Chase2Hepta 6mm line means 
low cutting forces in cast iron machining. 

The ML geometry for the 6mm line is ideal for cast iron 
light machining and difficult to cut materials such as stainless 
steel and heat resistant alloys. Its sharp, positive cutting edge 
was designed for minimal cutting force.

The Chase2Hepta 6mm line manhandled the competition 
when machining a manifold made from FC25. During the case 
study, TaeguTec’s new offering increased tool life by 50 per 
cent, claims the company. In another test against a leading 
competitors tool, TaeguTec’s 6mm Chase2Hepta line was not 
only able to increase tool life by two times, but also lowered 
the cutting force by 40 per cent while machining a con rod 
cap made from AISI 4140, says TaeguTec. 

For more information contact TaeguTec SA on  
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com

TaeguTec’s Chase2Hepta with 14 cutting 
edges –  economical 6mm insert

TaeguTec has introduced a smaller size insert for its highly popular Chase2Hepta milling line.
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The welding robot of the new, enlarged version of TruLaser 
Weld 5000 processes parts up to four meters in length. 
There is enough space in the booth of the XXL system for 

large assemblies, such as big casings or water tanks. Users 
benefit from the advantages of the laser even when working 
with components on this scale. Whether robust or attractive 
welds, the laser does both and saves on rework.

Positioners for various requirements
The robot of the TruLaser Weld 5000 travels along a 

linear axis, which means it can cover a large work area. As 
a complementary feature, the system also possesses a four-
metre-long turnover positioner with a carrying capacity of up 
to 1 000kgs. It owes its name to a turning axis, which the 
positioner uses to align assemblies for the welding robot. 
Parts with dimensions of up to 4 000mm in length,  
1 500mm in width and 1 000mm in height can be welded 

with the new system; depending on the position of the seam, 
it can handle even larger components. The booth is up to 9.4 
metres long, accessed by a door four metres wide. Its interior 
accommodates additional component positioners, such as 
a table that can turn and tilt. Thanks to this feature, users 
can weld complex parts without having to interrupt work to 
reclamp them. Another positioner allows users to load the 
system from the outside while the welding robot works in the 
cell.

New developments in optics and programming
In addition to the larger format, there are also new 

developments in the optics of the TruLaser Weld 5000: A 
built-in sensor system during operation monitors whether, 
and to what extent, dirt has accumulated on the protective 
glass. LEDs on the optics and messages on the system’s user 
interface display the degree of contamination. In this way, the 

sensor system supplants visual inspections and saves 
time. Also new, via the welding programme, users can 
set the amount of shielding gas and the strength of the 
compressed-air crossjet at the optics. There is thus no 
need for manual intervention.

One system, three welding methods
Like the standard version, the enlarged version of 

TruLaser Weld 5000 facilitates three different laser 
welding methods. The component decides which is the 
most cost-effective solution. Heat conduction welding 
joins together thin-walled parts and produces seams of 
very high surface quality. In many cases, this eliminates 
the need for any subsequent grinding and polishing of 
the seam. Deep penetration welding produces deep, 

Enlarged version of Trumpf’s 
TruLaser Weld 5000 launched

Laser welding in XXL.
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narrow, high-strength weld seams. It can be used with both 
thin and thick-walled metal sheets - and gets the job done 
fast. Heat conduction and deep penetration methods offer the 
best quality when it comes to laser welding. To achieve this, 
components generally have to possess very low tolerances. 
However, the FusionLine technique can be used to join 
components that have somewhat larger gaps. It smooths out 
any unevenness during the welding process and closes gaps 
up to one millimetre wide. This makes it possible to use the 

laser on many parts that users may have originally designed 
for conventional welding methods. As a result, FusionLine 
provides an easy introduction to the world of laser welding 
and enables users to increase the capacity utilisation of their 
machines. Without retooling the TruLaser Weld 5000, users 
can easily switch between FusionLine and other laser welding 
methods, even during the processing of a component.

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za
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The heavy-duty, large reach Yaskawa Motoman MH900 
robot is the latest addition to Yaskawa’s MH-series line 
of material handling robots. Its parallel-link construction 

provides strength, rigidity and stabilisation for high movement 
of inertia loads, and it easily accommodates a range of 
large, heavy components such as car frames, sheet metal, 
agricultural equipment, pallet-loads of bricks and other heavy 
materials. The 6-axis MH900 features a 900kg payload 
capacity, 4 683mm horizontal reach and 6 209mm vertical 
reach.

Due to its heavy-duty robot design, the Motoman MH900 
provides superior performance in machine tending and part 
transfer applications. It is particularly suitable for handling 
castings and large weldments.

This robot is ideally suited to “jigless” applications in 
which one robot positions the workpiece for processing by 

other robots, or two robots handle a single workpiece. It 
offers full 6-axis capability with a parallel-link construction for 
strength, rigidity and stabilisation. Heavy-duty bearings ensure 
smooth arm rotation. Used for the loading and unloading 
of parts, this robot can help eliminate inconsistencies and 
improve reliability.

The Yaskawa Motoman MH900 enables efficient use of 
the available power during motion, thereby saving energy. 
Cables and air lines are routed through the robot base to 
the upper arm in order to increase the service life of the 
cables, enhance safety and reduce teaching time. The cable 
installation tube in the base and major axes of the robot 
facilitates field bus connection and is routed to the robot 
upper arm and/or gripper.

For further details contact Yaskawa Southern Africa on 
TEL: 011 608 3186 or visit www.yaskawa.eu.com

Yaskawa Motoman MH900  
large-reach, heavy payload robot

Features a 900kg payload capacity, 4 683mm horizontal reach 
and 6 209mm vertical reach.

The DMU 200 Gantry from DMG MORI 
impressively combines the machining of 
large components and maximum dynamics. 

Users benefit in the aerospace and automotive 
industry as well as in model making and 
the energy sector. 

With the 5-axis machining of 
up to 30 000rpm and optional 
Ultrasonic or Lasertec technology 
integration, more complex 
components weighing up to 10 000kg 
made of aluminium or composites as 
well as welded components can be 
machined economically. The machine can be easily 
loaded from the top with a crane. The low gantry design of  
the DMU 200 Gantry enables optimum utilisation of the  
work area. With a footprint of no more than 4 300 by  
5 400mm, the machine achieves travel paths of  
2 000 x 2 000 x 1 200mm, with which DMG MORI is 
successfully complementing its product range between  
the DMF and the DMU P series.

The combination of cast iron machine bed and gantry 
portal creates a solid basis for the high dynamics. With rapid 
traverses of up to 50m/min and 0.5 g acceleration, large 
components can be machined efficiently. Depending on the 
field of application, two milling heads are available for 5-axis 
simultaneous machining, a 45° as well as a 90° milling 
head. The first one enables the best possible utilisation of 
the work area, while the 90° milling head enables the use 

of application-specific spindles, including the 
compactMASTER with a rotational speed 

of 20 000rpm as standard in the 5-axis 
version. Additional spindle options 
comprise rotational speeds of  
24 000rpm, 28 000rpm and  
30 000rpm. The vertical 3-axis version 
of the DMU 200 Gantry is equipped 
ex works with a speedMASTER 
spindle with 20 000rpm. Adding to 
this is the optional Ultrasonic milling 

head as well as the Lasertec Shape 
Technology. This technology can be used 

to completely machine moulded  
parts including surface structuring.

For the machining of composites or modelling material like 
Ureol, a highly efficient tripartite dust extraction is optionally 
available. This consists of an extraction system on the spindle 
nose, an extraction system in the table area and a work area 
extraction system with continuous volumetric flow. The basic 
construction of the machine was already designed with this in 
mind. 

The DMG MORI toolSTAR tool magazine has 30 pockets as 
standard. Optionally, up to 120 tool stations are possible. The 
DMU 200 Gantry is perfectly accessible from two sides. The 
DMG MORI ERGOline terminal with 21.5” multi-touch screen 
and Celos can be easily swivelled to both sides. 

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools  
on TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

The DMU 200 Gantry from DMG MORI
5-axis machining with up to 30 000rpm and optional technology integration. 0.5 g acceleration 
for highly dynamic machining of large components up to 10 000kg on less than 24m² footprint.



Okuma has announced 
the debut of the 
new LU7000EX. This 

powerful, 2-saddle CNC lathe 
has a wide range of spindle 
motor specifications to easily 
handle manufacturing of all 
types of workpieces including 
large parts. 

The lineup offers four types 
of spindle bore diameter and 
five different distances between 
centers. It also performs various 
types of machining with specs such as 
a milling tool spindle, self traveling tailstock, 
and long boring bar that can cut an internal diameter with an 
extension of 1 200mm. Precision threading that minimises 
chatter is also possible with the Okuma Intelligent Technology 

Machining Navi T-g (threading).
The LU7000EX features a large 

two metre (2 000mm) bed and 
high power spindles (45, 55 and 
75kW) that provide stable heavy-
duty cutting with full utilisation of 
upper and lower turrets. Additional 
machining accuracy is achieved 

with the Thermo-Friendly 
Concept, which compensates for 
temperature changes that occur 

during manufacturing. Ceiling and 
front door shower coolant allow for complete chip 

removal and improved visibility. 
Additional highlights include a maximum turning diameter 

of 35” and a workpiece weight of 1 000kgs.
For more information contact F & H Machine Tools on  

TEL: 011 397 4050 or visit www.fhmt.co.za

Okuma introduces the new LU7000EX, 
a powerful 2-saddle CNC lathe for  

manufacturing large parts 

Versatile lathe has a wide range of spindle variations to cut difficult  
materials for the oil and gas industry.
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The Kitamura SupercelL-300G 5-axis, horizontal flexible 
manufacturing cell has a 20-station APC with work ID 
system and 174-tool matrix style tool changer. Packing 

20-pallets into a 3 835mm wide footprint, the Supercell-
300G is a space saving production center with the ability to 
run small to medium sized, highly complex parts completely 
unmanned.

With up to 80-pallets available Kitamura’s integrated 
work ID system employs an IC chip on each pallet allowing for 
storage and communication of pallet work data quickly and 
accurately to the easy to operate pallet scheduling sub menu.

Pallet table size is 200mm round with a maximum height 
of 200mm. The uniquely integrated design of the pallet pool 
system out front of the machine allows easy access and easy 
visibility of all pallets simultaneously for easier part set up and 
quality control.

Kitamura’s Automatic Work Handling Robot is exclusively 
designed for the Supercell-300G, allowing for smooth and 
swift pallet change out, reducing pallet load and unload times 
for precise and safe JIT operation for highly mixed production 
runs.

The SupercelL-300G is designed with a 360° rotary 
table combined with a highly rigid integrated trunnion table 
with an A-axis travel of 30° to -120° for maximum flexibility 
in positioning the workpiece closer to the spindle. The 4th 
and 5th axis employs ultra-high precision roller gear cam 
technology along with a hydraulic clamping system designed 
to tackle more complex 5-axis simultaneous machining with 
unmatched stability and accuracy.

The standard 20 000rpm, built-in, dual contact spindle 
offers the benefits of high speed, smooth precision and the 
ability to handle a variety of exotic materials often found in 
the medical, aerospace and general machining industries. 
The horizontal spindle design brings with it increased rigidity 
and easy accessibility to the workpiece when compared to a 
spindle unsupported in the vertical position.

The Supercell-300G also offers the advantages of 
exceptional chip management for greater levels of accuracy, 
increased productivity, better surface finishes, quick part 
change over and longer tool life when compared to a vertical 
machining center. Positioning accuracy is ±0.002mm full 
stroke and repeatability is ±0.001mm.

Significant magazine tool capacity and ease of use can be 
found in the 174 tool matrix style tool changer (up to 314 tools 
available). The matrix magazine handles tools up to 350mm 
in length, 150mm in diameter and weighing 10kg. Kitamura’s 
patented high-speed, fixed pot ATC system ensures proper tool 
identification, matrix design means quicker (1.3 second) and 
smoother tool changes when dealing with more complicated 
parts that often times require a large number of tools.

Additional Kitamura stand-out features such as linear 
scale feedback in all axes, high speed rapid feedrates of 
60m/min, 67 million pule encoder technology and Kitamura’s 
original icon driven Arumatik-Mi CNC deliver super-fast, super-
smooth processing for optimum simultaneous machining of 
multi axis parts and complex parts completely unmanned.

For further details contact WD Hearn Machine Tools on 
TEL: 021 534 5351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za

Kitamura SupercelL-300G 5-axis, 
horizontal flexible manufacturing cell



The Widia VariMill with Duo-Lock modular 
system interface offers ‘a revolutionary 
new solution’ for milling, with the Duo-Lock 

interface delivering the only modular, exchangeable 
head milling system that parallels the performance 
of a solid carbide cutter.

VariMill geometries allow roughing and finishing 
with a single tool. Now, the modular system delivers 
corresponding adaptors that include an extensive 
line of straight and conical shanks with CV, PSC, BT 
and HSK configurations in Duo-Lock sizes of DL16, 
DL20, DL25 and DL32.

Included head cutter styles are VariMill, VariMill 
II, 4547, 4548, 4XN0 and 4X48 high performance 
series, the 4U40 45° roughing series, the 4969 
ballnose roughing series, 5748 VariMill II ER, 774E 
VariMill III ER series, the 5142 and 5143 AluSurf 
line, the 8045 corner rounding line and the 8046 
corner chamfering series. Each of these industry 
leading solutions include a tapered core that 

demonstrates highest stability and an eccentric 
relief design that increases tool life by means of 
higher edge stability.

Many of the modular heads are available with 
diameters that include 10, 12, 16, 20, 25 and 
32mm with a length of cut from 15 to 48mm. The 
diverse range of heads and the comprehensive 
dimensional and geometrical offerings now 
provide manufacturers with a cost effective, highly 
productive solution that significantly reduces 
set-ups and tool changeovers with the high 
repeatability modular design.

Widia VariMill modular heads are offered 
as AlTiN coated or uncoated grades and the 
application range rakes in everything from 
aluminium and steel through to difficult-to-machine 
high temperature alloys.

For more information contact Widatech on  
TEL: 011 450 2108, email info@widatech.co.za  
or visit www.widia.com

Widia Varimill with duo-lock modular  
system interface offers ‘a revolutionary 

new solution’ for milling
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The standard Tongtai TMS machine has a programmable 
tailstock. The TMS-S has a sub-spindle in place of the 
tailstock, and the TMS-ST features both a sub-spindle 

and a lower turning turret. Maximum turning diameter for the 
machines is 660mm with bed lengths up to 2 000mm.

The TMS Series consists of the TMS-2000 (8” chuck, 
2.5” bar), TMS-2500 (10” chuck, 3” bar), TMS-3000 (12” 
chuck, 3” bar), and TMS-3800 (15” chuck, 3.5” bar). These 
machines feature a one piece 75° mono-block slant bed 
that permits free flow of chips as well as easy access to the 
spindles and cutting tools. 

A true linear (perpendicular) Y-axis simplifies 
programming. Roller-type linear guideways in all axes and 
large-diameter pre-tensioned ballscrews provide precise 
position accuracy. Machine chassis are made of Meehanite 
cast iron for rigidity and vibration dampening.

Both main and sub-spindles feature dual-wound integral 
motors with electronic high/low gears. Both spindles have a 
full contouring Cs-axis with braking system. Three-piece Hirth 
couplings rigidly lock the spindles in place in 1˚ increments 

for heavy milling and high accuracy. Spindle power ranges 
from 20HP on the TMS-2000 to 40HP on the TMS-3800. Both 
main and sub-spindles are liquid cooled for thermal stability.

The B-axis milling spindle features a zero-backlash roller 
gear drive with high-speed rotation of 33.3rpm and +/- 120˚ 
of movement from the vertical position. It features a rigid 
3-piece coupling to lock the spindle in place for heavy turning 
and can be indexed in 15° increments. The integral spindle 
milling motor delivers 22.3kW and 12 000rpm. A 40 station 
(80 optional) arm type tool changer is standard, and an 
optional 10 station lower turret provides turning capability to 
each spindle as well as pinch turning ability with the B-axis. 
The automatic tool changer is available in either HSK-63T or 
Sandvik Capto C-6 tooling systems. 

The standard Fanuc 31iT-B provides two-path control 
for simultaneous turning operations as well as 4+1 milling 
ability. The optional 31iT-B5 or Siemens 840D enables 5-axis 
simultaneous milling.

For further details contact PBS Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 914 3360 or visit www.pbsmt.co.za

Tongtai TMS Series 5-axis  
mill/turn centers feature  

B-axis head 
The Tongtai TMS Series mill/turn machines are available in four different models, 

each available in three different configurations with up to nine total axes. 

Hurco VM5i machining  
center gets back to basics
The VM5I from Hurco is a small, agile,  
fast machining center.

Over the years, Hurco’s entry-level machining center, the 
vertical-spindle VM1, evolved into the more capable 
VM10 and the manufacturer has continued to improve 

the specification.
Linear travels have been extended, a larger toolchanger 

is provided, spindle speed and rapid traverse are both faster 
and a spindle chiller and throughspindle coolant have been 
added. This progressive upgrade has left room for a new 
entry-level CAT/BT40 machining center, the VM5i.

A notable feature of the machine is its compact footprint, 
despite it having generous axis travels of 457mm, 356mm 
and 356mm in X, Y and Z. A VM5i can enter a factory through 
a door just 1.64 metres wide by two metres high and occupies 
a small space when it arrives.

High quality build includes a rigid cast structure, linear 
guideways in all axes and Yaskawa digital drives. The spindle 
is rated at 7.5kW / 8 000rpm and is supplied with cutters 

automatically from a 16-station magazine via a swing-arm tool 
changer.

Hurco’s proprietary Max5 control rounds off the package, 
providing industry-leading conversational programming 
capability. It features a 19-inch LCD display with touch-screen 
navigation and a keypad that is adjustable by up to 90 
degrees.

Worthy of special mention is that Ultimotion forms part 
of the standard software bundle. It controls axis movements 
using an advanced algorithm, rather than relying on hardware-
based motion control, minimising the need to decelerate 
when the cutter changes direction. As a consequence, cycle 
times are said to be up to one-third faster. Additionally, 
chatter, vibration and jerk are lower, resulting in improved 
surface finish on machined components.

For further details contact Hurco South Africa on  
TEL: 011 849 5600 or visit www.HURCO.co.za
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Renishaw has introduced the RMP400 machine tool 
probe designed for small 5-axis machine tools. This 
ultra-compact strain gauge probe provides a reliable 

and precise touch-trigger solution for part setting, feature 
measurement and machine performance checking.

RMP400 joins the RMP600, OMP400, OMP600 and 
MP250 as part of Renishaw’s range of Rengage™ probes 
which combine proven silicon strain gauge technology 
with ultra-compact 
electronics to 
deliver unbeatable 
3D performance 
and sub-micron 
repeatability. Excelling 
in the measurement of 
complex shapes and 
contours, Rengage 
probes are ideally 
suited to mould and 
die and aerospace 
applications. An ultra-
low trigger force helps 
to eliminate surface 
and form damage, ideal 
for inspecting delicate 
workpieces. 

Radio transmission 
Suitable for 

installations where 
there is no line-of-
sight between the 
spindle probe and 
the communication 

interface, the RMP400 uses radio transmission with 
frequency hopping spread spectrum technology (FHSS). 
FHSS technology enables devices to avoid interference and 
transmission dead spots, allowing the RMP400 to perform 
with impressive reliability even in high-density radio frequency 
environments.

For further details contact WD Hearn Machine Tools on 
TEL: 021 534 5351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za

Renishaw unveils new  
ultra-compact and highly 
repeatable radio probe
Strain gauge probe measures complex shapes, contours.






